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the men dead and dying after
the New Foundland sank. The total
loss of life on the New Foundland is
about 170.
There Is no news here from the
sealer Southern Cross and this ship
also is supposed to be lost with all on
board. If so, the death list on the two
boats will exceed 300.
The sealing fleet sailed for the ice
field on March 10. The Southern Cross
THE NEW FOUNDLAND IS SUNK js the ship which ShackJeton used in DAVID WILLIAMS ARRESTED FOR
bis Antarctic expedition.
LOOTING THE VENTURA'S
BY THE ICE IN CAPE RACE
The New Foundland was owned by M
MAIL ROOMS
VICINITY
the New Foundland Sealing company,
limited. The steamer was built-, in
Quebec in, 1872 and registered 919 TEARS UP VALUABLE PAPER
THE
FLOES
TAKE EEFUGEJN
tons gross. She was 212 feet long
and had been engaged in sealing for a
FIFTY SAILORS, DEAD AND DYING, number of years. The Southern Cross CHECKS HE CANNOT NEGOTIATE'
was commanded by Captain John
ARE PICKED UP BY SISTER
HE THROWS INTO THE
Clark. She was formerly named the
OCEAN-- '
SHIP
Pollux and was built in 1886.
She
registered 537 tons gross aud was 146
DEATH LISrWILL
BE BIG long.
INSPECTORS
EAPTU1E H!M
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Worst Disaster in Years
IT IS BELIEVED NEARLY ALL OF
Montreal, Quebec, April 2. "The
THE COMPANY OF 170 WILL
worst disaster to the sealing fleet for
BE LOST
. ;.
over 20 years," was the first of a wireless message received here today by
St. Johns, N. F., April 2. News' was the Marconi company from the Cape
received here today by wireless of the Race station.
"Sealers from the steamer New
sinking of the sealing steamer New
the message added, "were
Foundland,"
170
men.
Foundland and her crew of
The exact loss of life Is not known, caught in a blizzard. Fifty men were
but It Is .believed that practically the found dead on the Ice. Men from othwhole crew perished after the New er ships are searching for the reFoundland had been crushed and sunk mainder of the crew today."
in the ice off Cape Race. The rescuing
KILLED IN DUGOUT
vessels picked up 50 6f the crew,
the greater number already dead, and Alva, Okla., April 2. John Flanni
old child, it
others dying, from the ice floes to gan, his wife and
which they escaped when their craft was learned today, lost their lives
in the collapse of a dugout on the
went down.
The sealing steamer New Found-lan- Flannigan claim; near here, two days
has been crushed in the ice just ago. All were dead when the ruins
south of Belle Isle Strait, and the great of their crude home were dug away
er part of her crew of 170 men are by. neighbors.
believed to have perished.
Steamers In the vicinity picked up
SPPOSED AS
several bodies and a few of the crew
v.ho had survived on the ice floes, to
which they escaped when their vessel
HAVING WRONG VIEWS
went down.
Fifty of the crew have been accounted for In this manner. Most of them PRESIDENT'S APPOINTEE TO COMwera dead when found, and several
MERCE COMMISSION MAY
other? were .dying.
LC3
OUT
vr. -- '
Alarm for Second Ship
Great alarm Is also felt for the sealWashington, .April ;" 2. President
ing steamer Southern Cross, which is Wilson's nomination of. Winthrop M.
also believed to have been, caught in Daniels of New Jersey to be an Interthe Ice. The first reports received state commerce commissioner tied up
. said
that it was a part of the crew the senate in a prolonged executive
of the Southern Cross that: had been session today that threatened to delay
picked up, and that they were being the railroad rate speeches of Senators
brought into port by the New Found-land- . Cummins and LaFollette.
Both those senators are opposed
There are 173 men on board the to Mr. Daniels, whose nomination has
Cross.
. Southern
She was due here been pending nearly three months.
Tuesday. The storm that has raged There is no personal fight on him,
over New Foundland for three days but he Is charged with holding uncontinued unabated.
sound economic views as to railroad
The captain of the New Foundland valuations.
was Wesley Kean. Meager reports,
tlit Is urged by several senators that
relayed from one vessel to another by such an objection Is material at this
wireless and more or less confused, time when the Interstate commerce
state that of the crew of the New commission Is just undertaking a valFoundland 120 men were still on the uation of the railway properties of
ice floes this morning. It Is possible the United States, and would be of
on.
bodies picked up
that some - of the
i??..-i- t
i the highest importance In a few years,
.
.
the joe were those of members of.fh nnhtift the commission Is called on to
'
crew of the Southern Cross.
apply the various elements of valuation
One report says, .some of the men to rate making.
who left the Ne,w Foundland were
The objections are understood to be
scattered .by the moying Ice In differ- based on Mr. Daniels' record as a
ent direction, f(Te wind was blowing member of the New Jersey public
a gale off shore, and, there was a blind- service commission,
''
ing snow storm In which the crew
would be unable to find their way in
any direction. They had little food RATIFICATION OF SEA
when they left the ship and no extra
or other
..clothing. Without tents
shelter many! succumbed to hunger SAFETY PLAN OPPOSED
and exposure. It is feared here that
few will survive. Vessels sent out
from here are searching among the SAILORS SAY IT IS DISCRIMINATING AGAINST AMERICAN
Ice floes.
'
SHIPPING
Survivors Picked Up
A message received late today from
'
the sealing eteamer Bellaventure . Washington, April 2. Ratification of
states that the vessel has on board the International convention for safety
survivors of the at sea, framed at London, means per30 badly frost-bittesteamer New Foundland; that 40 of petuation of discrimination against
the tetter's crew are dead and 30 American vessels, Andrew Furuseth of
the Seamen's International union toothers are missing.
day told the foreign relations committee. The pending LaFollette seamen's
300
Reach
Life Loss May
New York, April 2. Bowring and bill, herald, was Intended to apply
Company, agents here for the Red to all ships entering American ports,
Cross line, owners of several steamers, and the new treaty, he argued, precluded the possibility of enforcing such
including the Florisel, now on sealing
said
regulations except against American
New
Foundland,
off
expeditions
an- ships.
Eighteen steamships In transa
today
message
received
had
they
oceanic
service now fly the American
steamer
nouncing that the sealing
New Foundland and the greater part flag, six In the Atlantic and 12 in the
of her crew had been lost off Cape Pacific, he declared.
William A. Westcott presented the
Race. The Florisel Is believed to be
opposition of the Association of Masengaged In the rescue work.
A private message received here ters, Mates and Pilots of the Pacific
from St. Johns, N. F., says the steamer to articles dealing with regulations for
New Foundland was caught in a bliz- life saving.
The committee will hear tomorrow
zard while sealing and over 100 of
ratificaher crew were frozen to death. The arguments by those favoring
convention.
the
of
tion
up
Florisel
picked
Red Cross steamer
d
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YOUTH IS DETECTED IN THE ACT WOULD NOT FAVOR CUTTING THE EQUIPMENT AND THE OTHER DEOF TRYING TO PASS A
UNITED .KINGDOM
UP
TAILS WILL 'BE SLIGHTED;
STOLEN CHECK
INTO UNITS
RATE INCREASE ASKED

San

Francisco,

April

2.

Drafts,

money orders and naval paymasters'

checks

aggregating
approximately
were stolen from the mail room
of the Oceanic Steamship company's
liner Ventura by David Williams, an
Australian mess boy, 24 years old, according to postal inspectors, while the
Ventura, which arrived '.here Marcb
26, was three days from port. Information that a mail sack had disappeared was sent to the postal authorities In advance by wireless and inspectors have been working on the
case. Williama was arrested today
and confessed.
So far as can be learned no cash
was in the stolen pouch. Williams
says so and the inspectors believe
' ,
him.
The Oceanic company may be asked by the government to explain how
Williams had access to the mail room.
Inspectors say he asserted that the
door was open and that he simply
walked in, lifted a pouch and hit it
until he could rifle it
Ail the paper, htf thought, W nonld
not negotiate he tossed overboard, inspectors say Williams told them, and
after landing he was convinced that
more of his stealings might be hard
to pass and tore up paper representing $2,200 or move. On the last voyage of the Ventura to Australia 58
parcel post packages were stolen and
the inspectors believe an organized
system of robbing the mails has been
worked out, though Williams denies
that he had accomplices.
$4,000

CONSIDER

WAGE SCALE

London, April 2.' Arthur J. Balfour,
former conservative premier, in con
tinuing the debate on the home rule
bill in the homes of commons today,
said he was ready-- to lend a hand if a
'moderate form of revolution" would
solve the problem of the government
in Ireland. In admitting this much
in reply to Sir Edward Grey's suggestion of dealing with the question
of the government of Ireland by the
introduction of a federal system, Mr.
Balfour said he had never been a be
liever in cutting up the United King.

'

dom.
'Any scheme of the kind,- in order
-

to be acceptable
the unionists," he
said, "must provide that Ulster and
the rest of Ireland shall be separate
units."
to- -

-

STRIKE IN ENGLAND
Leeds, England, April 2 All the
coal miners in. Yorkshire, numbering
had left the pits today when
the last of the noices to quit work
the intro
The me
expired
"
duction T of
The Stocks of coal at the pit heads
are only sufficient to last about a
week. After the expiration of that
period the railroads and steel and
iron works depending on the Yorkshire mines for fuel will be seriously
hampered and many of the men employed by them may also be forced
into idleness.
170,000,

POWER FOn YUAN
Peking, China, April 2. The con
stitutional 'convention, which has
been in session at the capital since
March 18, today adopted unanimously
President Yuan Shi Kai's amendments to the provisional constitution
The deleof the Chinese repuWic
now
bave
convention
to
the
gates
taken np the question of drafting, a
new constitution, by which the president will be given large dictatorial

Terre Haute, Ind., April 2. The
wage scale of District No. 11 (Indiana)
United Mine Workers of America, today began consideration of the wage
of scale will be asked, but several mine
mines. It Is understood that no change
scale will be asked, but several mine
locals have submitted resolutions asking for changes in" the working condi- powers.
tions. The sessions, officials say, may
extend over a week or longer. At
their conclusion the decision wilK be KILLS
submitted to the miners for a referendum vote and if adopted conferences
will be hold with the operators.
TRAINS TAKEN OFF ,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April
on the' Pennsylvania ; west of
Pittsburgh as announced by the general offices here today, has already
resulted In the abandonment of 25
passenger trains, with 25 more to be
annulled April 5. Reduction in working
forces began late in the fall, and on
January 1 last, 13,000 less men were
employed than on the corresponding
date of the year before. Since then
there has been some further reduction
until the working force Is now down
to what the officials describe as "'bed
'
rock,"
.

INSURANCE

MEN

FIRED

'

-

HIS WIFE
AND

HIMSELF

COMMITS
GLAZER
ALEXANDER
DEED WHILE TEMPORARILY
DERANGED

Philadelphia, Pa., April 2. Hearing
four revolver shots early today, 'a policeman and a night watchman broke
into a bouse in West Philadelphia and
found Alexander Glazef, 30 years old,
and his wife, Julia, aged 28, dead of
'
bullet wounds. .'.
In the house they also found crying
two young song, unharmed. Neighbors
said the husband feared he was going
blind, and the police believe that this
deranged his mind and led him to kill
his wife and himself.

.'.'

Jefferson City, Mo., April 2. The
licenses of 32 recrocal fire insur'
1
ance companies were revoked by C.
G. Revelle, superintendent of insurCONGRESS
IN
.'TODAY
)
ance, today. This action was taken
after the supreme court ruled that
the law making It obligatory on the
Washington, April 2. Senate: Met
official to license reciprocal com- at 11:50 a. m.
panies among nnn engaged in like
Went into a prolonged executive sesindustries was vmcurnsrttutional.
sion over the nomination of W. M.
Daniels of New Jersey to the interITALIAN CHAMBER MEETS
state commerce commission.
Rome. April 2. The Italian chamber
Foreign relations committee heard
of deputies and senate
against ratification of the
today. The new cabinet under the London safety at sea convention.
premiership of Signor Salandra made
House;:, Met at noon.
known to both houses lis legislative
Debated fte legislative, executive
and judicial appropriation bill.
program.
v

IT

lire-test-

Washington, April

2.

President Rea

of the Pennsylvania system was the
last witness to be heard today before

the interstate commerce commission,
on behalf of the eastern railroads asking for an Increase In freight rates.
Oral testimony for the roads was concluded with his statement.
Chairman Harlan and Commissioners Clark and Meyer were on the
bench. J. T. Wallis, general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania, interrogated by Clifford
Thorne, explained that; steel cars and
heavier locomotives had induced an
increase in repair cost, while higher
wages materially had added to that
item of expense.
J. S. Rodgers, general superintendent of the Pennsylvania, testified that
"charges to operating expenses on the
Pennsylvania system, east of Pitts
burgh were $21,855,624 in 1910 and
an Increase of
$29,411,210 in 1913,
18.3 per cent."
President Rea said that not only
nrvivanis.-'- tya all
Hear
Jh
railroaas were' confronted wun tne
necessity of retrenchment which must
prove serious unless they were peril. itted to Increase their net incomes.
He said:
"Unless the gap between receipts
and expenses can be widened we
must begin to retrench, and retrenchment must begin on betterments and
improvements not directly neecessary
to the movement of trains. We should
be very reluctant to do this, as it
would be to run counter to our traditions and practice of half a century,
and we are sure that It would not be
in the publio Interests,' !and we don't
believe the public desires it.
"Now, we have as much public support as can possibly be given to a
plea almost national In its scope and
we firmly believe our application for
a very moderate freight rate increase
is in order with the public interest"
While he did not assert that the
advance was ''necessary to the maintenance of the Pennsylvania Railroad
company's" dividends, in the immediate future," Mr.' Rea declared that
"any general idea tftat' the Pennsylvania's position was so strong as not
to need any additional revenue is
not 'correct." ; He added that the
Pennsylvania had . earned. 4.84 per
cent iiiiring the fiscal year .Qt. 1913.
Discussing the desirability'' of- the
necessity to provide for .future, traffic
"
V "
demands, Mr. Rea said:
VWe also know that it is unwise
and impossible to limit new facilities
to actual and immediate necessities.
Necessarily that involves a large expenditure of money that only gradually becomes productive. We know that
judging from our past;) experiences
many millions could be 'advantageously expended.
"We have confronting us a program
of expenditures which we believe to
be essential, some of them mainly
for the benefit of the public, but all
of. them necessary to properly accom
modate the present and future trafAi-.-

'

fic.

"It is unwise, as well as unnecessary, to commit ourself to any large
fixed program of expenditures, except
to say that without assurances of
adequate earnings they cannot proceed and a reasonable portion of the
cost of these future enlargements and
improvements ought, in our judgment, to be provided from surplus
earnings."
Mr. Rea's conclusions, which he indicated! applied,
concretely to the
Pennsylvania and generally to all
otnnr roads, were these:

ii

ill

.

ii

"1. The margin of surplus is stead
ily diminishing and the company is
not receiving any return either on

the additional capital invested, or for
the value of the service, rendered and
the facilities provided for public use.
"2. Had there been no surplus in
earlier years, and had the whole of
the improvements teen paid out of
tne capital, the margin would now
have reached the' vanishing point.
"3. If surplus steadily decreases,
improvements, If made at all, will
more and more need to b made out
of new capital.
"4. But if the margin of safety
decreases new capital will only be
raised with greater difficulty and on
more onerous terms.
"5.
Indeed, it is questionable
whether, if new capital Is to continue
to earn no income, the directors will
be justified In attempting to raise
more than a modicum of what they
believe necessary, as the effect must
be to relieve the percentage return
on the shareholders' capital already In
'
vested."
;

ii,

ii

IS

VILLA STILL
OUTSIDE THE
GATES
FEDERALS

AT TORREON

FIGHT?

OFF THE ATTACKS OF COW
STITUTIONALISTS
REBELS

2,003 1 MEM

LOSE

DEATHS AND INJURY CUT DOWN)
ATTACKING
FORCE TO
ABOUT 10,000

LINO

TAKES

WILSON'S

A

VACATION

REPRESENTATIVE
TO LEAVE

1M

WASHINGTON
WHOLE

FAMILY

BURNS

VERA CRUZ TOMORROW

Pittsburgh , Pa., April 2. Two policemen were seriously burned and an
entire family, consisting of the father,
mother and three children, were reported missing as the result of a fire
early today. Four frame tenement
houses were destroyed. Policemen
and firemen rescued more than a
'
score of persona.
NOTED WRITER DEAD
Munich, Bavaria, April 2. Paul
Ludwig Von Heyse, German poet
and novelist, died here today In his
eighty-fift- h
year. He was' awarded
the Nobel prize for literature in 1910.
Jo-han-n

SHOT TO SAVE
HER REPUTATION
MME. CAILLAUX FEARED EDITOR
OF FIGARO WOULD PUBLISH
SOME FACTS
pub- -

Paris, April

hate in the chamber of "deputies taday
the committee which
has investigated the alleged' connection of several former ministers of
state with the postponement of the
trial of Henri Rochette, the alleged
swindler. Over 20,000 persons applied
for cards of admission to the public
galleries of the chamber, where there
are seating accommodations for only
on the report of

200.

Joseph Calllaux called on Henri Bou
card, the investigating magistrate, to
day and requested that he be exam
ined next week concerning tne as
sassination of Calmette. M. Caillaux
submitted a long list of witnesses to
be called in defense of his wife. He
explained to the muagistrate the bearing the testimony of these witnesses
would have on his wife's state of mind
at the time of the crime and how
she had been harassed by Calmette's
'a.iv tii i
,
campaign.
M. Boucard today questloneS Simon
Del Bos, chief editor of the Radical,
who happened to be in M, Caillaux's
office on March 16 when Mme. Caillaux
called to take her husband to lunch.
"The conversation," he said, "turned
on iho Figaro. Mme. Caillaux expressed with intense feeling her fear that
fresh revelations were imminent"

DOCTOR OPPOSED TO
ENDURANCE

TESTS

SAYS THAT. STRENUOUS GAMES
SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED
IN HIGH
SCHOOLS
St. Louis, April 2. Football, basketball and long distance races in the
common and high schools were characterized as almost criminal by Dr.

Arthur A. Knoch of the Walnut Hills
high school of Cincinnati, in an address today before the American Physical Education association
"Our public officials ' ought to
know," he said, 'that. such strenuous
physical exertion exhausts almost all
organs and that a dilated heart is
the natural result of the unreasonably prolonged tension incident to
such games.- Our ideal should not culminate In the training of young athletes, but in the education of men
tally and physically sound and har
moniously developed men and uomcn,
whose cnit. DOF.ture and bo..' v i iyve-mentft would arouse She aduin '
d
ail."
s

Juarez, Mex., April 2. Late thl
afternoon reports received in Juares
from Torreou were to the. effect that
General Villa's army, in the face of
stubborn resistance, was gradually occupying the city. The federal troops-arholding out bravely, and it is believed they expect reinforcements m'f
mentarily.
Villa's army is Buffering 'great Jxarfl
skip, for lack of water and food, aiui.
the wounded men are crying piteously.
It is the sore straits in which Villa
and his men find themselves
that
makes them fight so hard, as to giv
up would cause the men to face a ion;?
march over the parched sands, while
victory will give them shelter from thesun, water, food and, above all, rebt
.General Villa's report to Ceneral
Carranza last night in which, the former stated that fighting continued ail
Torreon remained the only (information on the subject this morning.
said that the federals were
putting up an unexpectedly stubborn
defense and that heavy fighting was
This-repor-

-

t

ache, one of tlie'slrougest of the 'It
defenses. The canyon, so called
13 a basin formed
by three jaountains,
including Cererro de la Cruz, on the
slopes of whjeh part of .Torreon l

ral

''-

built

';.

-

'

Reinforcements Arrive
Washington, April 2. Federal reinforcements from Saltillo have reached Torreon, according to a telegram
to the Mexican embassy here today
from the Mexican consul at El Paso.
The message adds that there seemed
to be little danger of the city being
taken by Villa. The number of fed
eral troops was not given.
LInd Leave Mexico
ii i
President Wilson announced todast
that John Llnd, his personal representative in Mexico, would sail for the
United States from Vera Cruz tomoiv
row on a vacation, but would return
to, Mexico after he had a rest"j
xne president said Mr. una fc' re
turn should not be interpreted as
meaning any change of policy. Mr.
Lind nag expressed' a wish to come
back on account' of tbia health. Hw ,
will sail on the' hospital ship Solace
and will pass", through? Washington
en route to French Lick Springs, Ind.,
and St. Paul, Minn., his home.
The president remarked that tner.
was no special reason for his 'coining:"
to Washington, as his report, had. set
forth conditions In Mexico clearly and
adequately, and spoke of Mr. Lind' as
being worn out after a long stay at
Vera Cruz in a tropical climate.
Mr. Wilson said that, there were no
negotiations pending between ". the
United States and tfte Huerta govern
ment on any peace proposals or parleys. He referred to the conference
between Mr. Lind and Joseph ForUil.
y Rojas, minister for foreign affairs
In the Huerta cabinet.;' as a friendly
talk; stating that nothing tangible! has
developed frota it,
The orders to the Solace are to
leave Tampi-ctoday and to sail to
New Orleans for a ten days' si ay,
after which the ship is to return to
Mexican waters.
,

--

'

Rebels Lost 2,000 Men
Chihuihnn Mexko Yinli "- 1- (W
i
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COMPETITION FOR
THE PADGETT CUP
'O
i
.The Story of the Singing Master
(Written by C.)
' Cant you give a poor man enough
for a, bod and supper?" the words were
plaintively addressed to a tall broad
Bhouldered man coming of the a high
class theater late one night In December when the cold north wind was
blowing the snow flakes in circles

along the streets. The man addressed
looked at the speaker and then gave
h start Uttering a low "Impossible."
He looked again and then drew the
old, stoop shouldered, , white-haireman into the waiting limousine. The
car whirled off into the night and as
one in a daze the old man watched
the snow flakes as they dashed
against the windows of the car.
When the machine drew up at a
first class hotel the young man got out
and assisted the old man to the pavement. They then entered the hotel
;.
and before the bewildered man could
'
collect his scattered Benses they were
stationed in an elegant suite of rooms.
"Well professor how does it happen
than you have come to this?" tne
young man inquired as he leaned back
in a large leather chair. The old man
Btared blankly at him and then broke
into a faint semblence of a smile as
he muttered, "Professor! professor!
I haven't been called that for years.
Who are you any way that you call
me professor? "Why, dont you re-- j
member me, William St Ives, the
most mischievous boy. you ever had
in your singing school?" The old man
put his hands to his head in a dazed
way looking blankly) at the young
man in the leather chair. "vFilliam,
William, it is possible? Well what are
you doing anyway? You certainly are
properous judging from the looks of
your apartments and from the car you
brought me in, this is the first ride
I've had in three years. How did you
happen to be coming out of the Broadway Grand Opera House? Can it be
possible? Why I wouldnt have known
you at all." "It is to you that I owe
the present condition of, prosperity"
said St. Ives as he went over and put
his hands on the old mans shoulders.
"It is from my singing, and the lessons that I learned from you that I am
what 1 am. But tell me about your- self and why you are In this state of
poverty!"
"It is necessary to go back ten
years. When you left my school along
with the rest of the pupils at graduation no more came. I wasinall put
out of my studio and was forced to
join a light opera company to earn a
living. All went weil for three years
and then when we ewer out in the
west the troupe was stranded and I
was once more thrown on the tender
mercies of the world, although they
were far from tender this time. I
obtained a position with a wholesale
house but on' account of my small
knowledge of business I was soon
From that time on things
went from bad to worse until I was
ImejeJy tramp wandering everywhere
d

,
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in search of work and food.

I found

little jobs here and there singing with
carnival companies singing in the sideshows and by saving my earnings managed to get back to this city, and now
for three years my life has been one
long hardship. It was with difficulty
that I found enough to keep me alive'
and 1 have been forced to begvas I
did from you tonight. .Well that is
the main part of what has happened
to me although, I could tell a great
deal more. But what Is troubling me
most is where I am going to obtain
a bed for the night"
As the old man finished his story
St. Ives wiped a tear from his eye
and said "You will stay here with me
tonight If you think that I will let
the man who has been as a father to
me go without one on a night like this
you are greatly mistaken." With that
the old man got up trembling as if
with a chill placed his hand on the
towering shoulders of the man before
him saying "The same old Willie."
After the performance the next
evening aa St. Ives was removing his
make-uthe old professor entered his
dressing room clothed in a gray street
suit. "Well William I am more prosperous now than I have been since
you were with me ten years ago."
"Well any one who can put up as
good a performance as you did In the
part of 'Caesero' this evening deserves
to be prosperous. Why I have never
been able to find a man who could
play the part properly before tonight
And all I can say is Hail to the New
Star of Grand Opera."
p

I

most. beautiful picture ever made and
Albert thought a great deal of it. .He
carried it with, biin wherever he went,
for he said that he had been helped
by that picture many times.
One day, having finished several
other beautiful pictures, he started
out to see if he could sell them. As
was his custom he took his favorite
picture with him. He soon sold all
his pictures and when he finished he
found he had dropped somewhere the
picture of the "Immaculate Conception." He was greatly disappointed
and spent many days In search of the
picture which- he loved and which
had cost h,im much time and money.
Years passed on and still the picture was missing, but Albert never
gave up hope. He thought that some
day ho would be made happy again.
After many years he was visiting
one day the art galleries of the city
and he came to one which contained
many beautiful paintings. As he was
lookiug around, ho Baw among the
other paintings a picture which he recognized at once. He thought it was
a dream, but he had found the picture
for which he had so long searched.
He talked with the owner of the
gallery and found out that just a few
days before the picture had been
brought there by a very poor little
girl who had sold it for a small sum
of money. The owner said it was the
most beautiful picture he had ever
seen and he offered Albert many thousand dollars for it. Albert was poor,
but ho could not bear to part with the
picture. He promised, however, to
paint another one just, like it for his
art gallery.
Albert again turned his footsteps
towards his home, , happy .In the
thought that he had accomplished
sometliing worth while that, day, and
he thanked God that at last his prayer
had been answered.

The Lost Picture
(Written by D.)
Albert Barnes wast left poor and
friendless when he was very young.
He had an ambition to become a great
scholar some day, but having neither
money nor friends he knew not how
he was going to do It. At last he
made up his mind that he would work
wherever he could and get money to
buy the required books and enter a
public school. It was a long time before he could find a "steady job", but
finally he succeeded and was employschool hours as
ed in a store
an errand boy.
He entered school and decided toj
push his way through as best he
could. His clothes were shabby and
the boys made fun of him, but he bore
it all with patience as his only wish
was to ge an education. , In a few,
years he gained many friends. He
was getting along nicely in school,
but above all he was very fond of
He began by drawing flowdrawing.
ers and other little things for the boys,
and afterwards he was able to draw
almost anything he wanted. When
his teacher saw his good drawings he
advised him to enter a drawing school.
He did so and in a short time became
a great artist;
works' and
He did many great
was
a
these
picture of the "Imamong
the
maculate Conception." It was

USE ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
sweating feet, use Allen's Foot-EasIt relieves corns and bunions of all
pain and prevents blisters, sore and
callous spots. Just the thing for
Leather
Parties, Patent
Dancing
Shoes and for Breaking in New Shoes.
It is the greatest comfort discovery of
the age. Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25c, Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y. Adv.
MILLER

IS

BACK

Santa Fe, April 2. Deputy United
States Mineral Surveyor John Lee Miller returned last night from the upper
Rio Puerco in Sandoval county, where
he made a reconnoissance of several
townships near Cuba to pass upon the
advisability of granting the request of
settlers for their survey. Mr. Miller
reports a heavy snow storm in that
section on last Satin lay evening.
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. They contain
blue flae. are a remedv for constipa
tion and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
the bowels, which are improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O
and Red Cross Drug
G. Schaefer
Store.

Adv.

THEIR .BEST- PEOPLE
By LAWRENCE DEVINE.
Linfield meant to buy the old house
in that remote Mississippi county. He
held the option, and Cplonei Jarrett
had courteously left him in charge for
two weeks while he went to Now Orleans to sell his tobacco. Linfield was
tired of city life; he wanted a good
soil for the crops he intended to
plant, with hunting for his leisure

uiaut your in tnese pans, wnen a
man gets a woman talked about "
"Father," cried Mary in agonized
toiies, "I tell you this isn't "
"Silence!" roared the old man.
"When he gets her talked' about he
dies like the dog he is or "
"Marries her!" yelled the young

Las Veaa'LoacliriStoro
'
-

men in cIkjtus.
"Make your choice and make it
quick!" said Major Gates.
Linfield lifted his eyes toward the
blushing girl. If they csfi &ld hell or
neaven he would have felt much as he
did then. "I'll marry her," he said.
"Parson, you may proceed," said the
major to the clergyman.
Five minutes later he gripped Linhours, and enough atmosphere to make field's
hand between bis own.
hiB next novel readable. Besides, hie
"My boy," he said, "family relationpeople came from the south.'
Then there was the girl a shy, won- ships are hard things to come by sometimes, but, once made, we hold to
dering girl of about twenty years, who them in this part of the
country."
took her hounds out walking every
There were tears in his eyes as he
day past Linfield's gate. Linfleld had
been set. upon once by Tiger, and the clasped his daughter in his arms.
"What do you think of this, Mary?"
girl's apologies opened the way for asked her
husband, reading the above.
that
an introduction. Linfield learned
'T think it's the stupidest story I've
her name was Mary Gates, and that
read,' answered Linfield's wife.
her father, the major, and three broth- ever
"And you've actually used our names."
mile
a
in
lived
house
the
away,
ers,
big
"I have to, dear, according to the
cabins.
among the cotton-pickerrules of the competition," replied her
Once, while they were talking, one busband.
of the brothers rode by, and at the
"Competition, my dear?"
sight of him the girl turned swiftly
"Yes. The 'Ladies' Fireside Comaside, as though she had not spoken
is offering 20 prizes of a thouto Linfield; yet, as the man rode by panion'
sand dollars apiece, you know, for the
Linfleld could see that be half checked
best
of 'How I Met My
his horse, with a frown on his face. Wife.' description
Don't
you
After that the girl only offered the have a chance?" think this ought to
least nod.
"Well," said his wife thoughtfully,
"Our beet people, the Gates," said "it's
got sentiment, and it's got atmosthe only other neighbor that Linfleld
But don't you think it ia a litphere.
bad the man who brought the milk tle
Improbable?"
and provisions from the town, four
"Not so Improbable as the truth,"
miles away, "Real southern gentry, answered Linfleld.
"Fancy, in a whole
sir-.world full of people, that I should ac"Those brothers don't seem remark
tually have met you that unforgettable
ably friendly," said the writer.
morning In the subway."
"I'm afraid we weren't introduced
"Friendly!" echoed the other. "They
haven't any friendship for strangers. properly, dear," his wife answered.
Why, only last year there was a fellow "Were we?"
down here from Nashville,
staying
"Well, you see, you didn't happen to
with Colonel Jarrett. Miss Mary used have any brothers," eaid her husband,
to go past his gate, and a sort of flirta- kissing her.
tion sprang up. She. got talked about
(Copyright, J914, by W. G. Chapman.)
you know country ways. The brothers came down with guns to shoot NERVES
ALWAYS
SUFFER
him up, but he got over the back fence
a minute too quick for 'em. Jarrett No Matter
What the Bodily Affliction,
and Gates haven't spoken since."
They Are Bound to Be Involved
Evidently the Gateses were dangerIn the Trouble.
ous neighbors. Linfield was conscious
Miss
an
of
increasing interest in
Almost every little or great ailMary. She was a type he had never ment
throughout your system affects
met before, a primitive survival in
your nerves, says a writer in the New
these wilds. Next time she passed he York American.
Your
and liver
drew her into conversation. In the and lungs and stomach eyes
and heart and
Inmidst of it hoofs were heard, and
many other things throughout your
stinctively the girl darted into the system all "take it out" on the poor
shelter of a high privet hedge, leaving nerves if
they happen to be a bit
Linfield staring foolishly into the face out
of order themselves.
'
of the rider as he came past
Recent discoveries show that 90
Stolen interviews are proverbially
per cent, of nervous troubles are due
not
and
had
sweet,
many days
passed to other disorders. Eye strain is one
before both were conscious of their cause. Not
only those who have to
dawning love. But when Linfleld hint- use their
like stued at an invitation to the house Mary dents and eyes constantly,
lapidaries and miniature arshowed every sign of terror.
tists and engravers, but city folks who
"I had a friend last year," she said live
and work where their vision is restricted, are all sufferers from nervous troubles, more or less.
The eye wants to get exercise as
well as muscles.
Living in narrow
streets and gazing out across little alleys against brick walls, rushing into
narrow cars and hurrying Into small
rooms, all keep the vision down to
narrow limits and pretty soon eye
strain sets in and this brings on nervous trouble.
And one of the peculiarities of this
is that many people will not notice
that they have eye strain because
the nervous disorders that result will
be so much worse than the cause.
Eye strain is much less common in
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GET
ALL
THE
LIGHT YOU PAY
FOR. These lamps
are more economi-

cal than any other
kind of electric
lamps. Not only in
the quantity and
quality of the light
but in the longer
life of the lamp.

STERLING
AZDA LAMPS
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"ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA" IS COMING TO BROWNE SOON

We are exclusive agents in Las Vegas for this
lamp compare these prices for the best with what
are asking for like sizes:

25 and 40 Watt Lamps 30C:
60 Watt Lamps 40c
100 Watt Lamps 70c

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

THEY WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED

The Forty Year Test
article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to- the public in 1872.
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until it has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
the country.
Working in a stooping position, why it is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only
curving the spine, brings pressure on
cures. For sale by all
relief
gives
blood
the tiny
vessels, and this in dealers. Adv.it
turn acts on the nerves.
"I get so nervous sitting still," one
COURT IN SAN JUAN
will say. As a matter of fact, the conSanta Fe, April 2 Judge E. C. Abtinual pressure on the spine reacts on
the nerves. As Sedentary occupations bott, Deputy District Clerk Edward L.
are more common- to the cities there iSafford, Court Stenographer Mrs.
is more nervousness from this cause
Attorneys F. P. Davies and A.
in cities.
M. Edwards will leave Saturday after
Liver troubles bring on quick nerv- noon
for Aztec, San Juan county, to
ous disorders; city noises in time afhold
district
court Assistant District
nerves
are again
fect the ears and the
in for a siege of trouble. Not even Attorney James J. Herring has already
at night or during sleep is there com- gone to Aztec. Grand and petit Jur
plete quiet in the city. Women be- ors were drawn under return of March
come irritable because of excessive 6. The district court term at Santa
blood pressure, and again it is their Fe will be
open until 'after the
nerves that suffer also every one return of kept Abbott when he will
Judge
'
else about them is apt to Buffer.
reset the cases.
An

-

-

"What

Think of This, Mary?
"He was onlya frieni
tremulously.
he lived here and Jim and Bob
threatened to shoot him. Some busybody saw us talking. Colonel Jarrett
and father haven't spoken since. You
see, we are very formal in this district If only we were friendly with
the colonel, and he could introduce

-

SCENE FROM "ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,"

THE GREAT

The sensation of the hour In amuse- - torlally than their production of "Quo
ment circles is George Klein's produc - ' Vadis" and they have taken ample ad- tion of the Cines photo drama spec- vantage of it. The photo drama is
tacle "Antony and Cleopatra.". Noth- - arranged in eight parts and three acts,
ing like It has been seen in the world ench one of which is a dramatic reveand the prices paid for exclusive lation.
Signor Antony Novelli is the Marc
rights by Ihe different European imThe
been
have
Antony and Sisnora VIovanna Tenibill
presarios
astounding.
subjects afforded the Cino company Gonzales is the Cleopatra. They are
greater scope dramatically and pic- - ably supported by Signor Ignazio Lupi

Do You

you "
The thud of fists against his door
startled Linfield out of his sleep. He
struck a match and lit. his Oil lamp.
The blows were redoubled.
Outeide
were threatening voices.
Linfleld opened the door. A rush of
men bore him to the ground. In a trice
he was bound, limp and helpless, and
staring up into the faces of the Gates
men.
"Get his clothes on. Bob," said one
of them.
Ten minutes laterhaving been unbound and dressed, Linfield was conducted at pistol point into the road,
where, fastened to a horse's bridle, he
was made to jog over the ruts and
stones until the Gates house was
reached. The captors led him into the
huge hall.
There stood Mary and an old man
FILM PRODUCTION
with a long beard, whom
Linfleld
as Octavius, Signorina Matilae di guessed to be her father. And a little
Marzio as Charmian, Signora Elsa apart, with downcast eyes and clasped
Lenard as Octavia, and a host of bril- hands, stood a man in clerical cosliant actors in the minor characters, tume.
"We've got him, dad," said one of
who played Important parts in "Quo
the men.
Vadis." For spectacular magnificence
The old man
to Linfleld, and
this production has never been ap- his hands shookturned
with passion as hf
The
proached.
engagement
in this spoke.
"We've caught you this time, you
city begins Sunday night .at- the
Browne theater and continues for two Infernal
he shouted
scoundrel,"
"Ttwucht you'd eluded ua last
nights.

,(
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Valuable Antiquarian Find.
find has recently
been made in the Isle of Oxna, a
spot near Scallobarren,
way, Shetland. It is one of the most
ancient and interesting gold ornaA
ments ever found in Scotland.
crofter's son observed a brownish-yelloobject protruding from' a spot
where turf had been taken for farm
purposes. He picked it up and found
braceit was a heavy, curiously-plaitelet of rustic or rude make, and,, from
its weight, seemingly gold. Recently
it was shown the schoolmistress of a
neighboring district. She wrote the
antiquarian society, describing. the
bracelet and suggesting purchase. An
offer of $100 was made, and at once,
without, further inquiry or advertisement, aecepted by the holder, James
Fullaton, Hamno Voe, Burra Isle. The
bracelet now rests in special case and
on special pedestal in Edinburgh
An antiquarian
sea-vexe- d

d
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is a tournament for the
wrestling
championships, which will be staged
at the Illinois Athletic club. The second is the basketball championships,
which will hold the floor at the Chicago Athletic association. Both tournaments have attracted numerous entries:' In the basketball tournament
there will be contestants from point
as far distant as Duluth, Minn., ami
Quincy,

Mass.

The Mothers' Favorite
cough medicine for children
should be harmless. It should ba
pleasant to take. It should be effectual.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is all of
this an J is the mother's favorite everywhere. For sale by ail dealers. Adv.
A

Take HERBINE for indigestion. It
relieves the pain in a fow minutes and
forces the fermented matter which
causes the misery mto the bowels
where It is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
;

'""' .
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
as.
Frank J, Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of p. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com- City of Toledo, county and State afore-- , '
said, and that said firm will pay the
pound for an inflamed and1 congested sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly for each and every case of Catarrh
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe that cannot be cured by the use of
and pneumonia are dangerous possibil- HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
ities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
to before me and subscribed
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar Is in Sworn
my presence, this 6th day of Decemsafe, pure and certain' In results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and ber, A. D. 188G.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Red Cross. Drug Store. Adv.
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
TO DECIDE A. A. U. TITLES
nally and acts directly upon the blood
Chicago, April 2. Two events under and mucous surfaces of the system.
the auspices of the National A. A. U. Send for testimonials, free.
j. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
will serve to attract the attention of
Sold by all- druggists, 75o.
amateur athletes to Chicago during
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti.
the remainder of this week. The first nation.
-
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A Common

Quest.

"I say, my friend," called the motorist to the farmer, as he drew up
alongside of the field, "I'm looking for
a decent road to take me to Squiggles-ville.-

That is
19

iM

"

"I'm derned glad to hear it," replied
the farmer. "Ef ye happen to find it
stranger, 6end me a tellygram, will
Ba?"
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THS WORLD OYER TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY.

Always remember the full name.

Look

ui mis signature on every box.
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EUROPE LOSING

Thli brings to many minds an old and!
tried family Temedy an external application known as "Mother's Friend."
During the period of expectancy It is
applied to the abdominal muscles nd Is
designed to soothe the Intricate networic
of nerves Involved. In this manner It
has such a splendid Influence as to justify
Its use In all cases nf coming motherhood.
It has been generally recommended for years and years and those
who have used It speak In highest praise
of the Immense relief it affords, particularly do these knowing mothers spealc
of the absence of morning sickness,
absence of strain on. the ligaments and
freedom from those many other distresses which are usually looked forward
to with so much concern.
There Is no question but what
"Mother's Friend" has a marked tendency
to relieve the mind and this of Itself in.
iddition to the physical relief has given,
it a very wide popularity among women.
It is absolutely safe to use, renders
the iskin pliable, is penotratlng In its
nature and is composed of those embrocations best suited to thoroughly lubricate the nerves, muscles, tendons and
ligaments Involved.
Yon can obtain "Mother's Friend" at
limost any drug store.
It Is prepared only by Bradfleld
Co., 401 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
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JARRING NOTE. IN PROGRESS
With Advancement In Medical Science
Has Come the Passing of the
Family Physician.

Almost every summer since 1877 Alexander P. Brown of Philadelphia has
been spending In Europe, it being his
custom to go abroad In the late spring
and then to find his way back In October. When Mr. Brown landed recently he had completed his thirtieth trip
to the other side, says the New Tork

John Thompson of Hamilton, Ontario walked Into the parlor of his
home one night recently and found
his family mourning around a coffin
In which they supposed his body was
There had been a storm on
lying.
the Great lakes, and when Thompson's father read of the finding of
the body of John Thompson, fireman
of a lost lake steamer, he went to Kettle Point and Identified the body as
that of his son. The coffin had just arrived, and Thompson's mother had
just advanced to look at the body enclosed when her son entered. Thompson senior could not explain the identification.
But there have been many cases like
his in the way of mistaken identifica
tion.
Every day at the morgues in
the large cities there are cases of
fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers
identifying bodies as those of relatives. Some know them by this mark
and some by that, but they are abso
lutely certain. In some instances coroners have had to prevent rival identifiers coming to blows.
Fraudulent Identification has got to
be a regular trade. Inquiry is made
at the morgue for a fictitious relative
by a member of an Identifying gang.
The dead are closely observed. Incidents of their history and information as to what was found on them
are gathered carefully. Then when
another member of the gang has learn
ed these facta he goes to the morgue
and identifies the body that will yield
the most profitable return.

Specialization, which is a sign of the
times, threatens, some old customs.
Among the most significant changes
of today is the lessening field of the
family doctor. To him, as Immortalized by Balzao, were confided the secrets, hopes and woes of many a
household.
Modern medicine with Its many
bianches. Its specialties and
has perceptibly reduced the
scape of operation of this old stand-by- .
Each ailment now suggests its own
specialist. One might almost divide
lifu into the "seven ages of medical
treatment," from the obstetrician at
birth, the pediatrist of early infancy,
the orthopedic surgeon to correct the
natural deformities of childhood, the
oculist to prescribe the glasses of adolescence, the surgeon for the trauma-tim- s
of manhood,, the metabolist for
the digestive troubles of middle life,
the aurlst for the deafness of old

Sun.
"Yet 1 found

this summer

I did

not

enjoy Europe as I once did," said Mr.
Brown at the Waldorf. "Everything
has changed so much, and that mainly
In the last few years. When I cams
away the hotel proprietors were spending lots of money in the belief that
there were still Americans somewhere
in Europe or headed that way, but
they are mistaken. Most of the Americans who went abroad In the spring
or summer have come home. Most ol
Colonel George W. Goethals, by apthem who. had been in the habit ol
going abroad stayed a shorter time
pointment of the president of the Unithis year than usual.
ted States, became its first governor.
"Switzerland had. the call on all
His inauguration was remarkable
travel
last summer, as always.' But
There were no ceremonies, no speech
Switzerland and the ' Swiss hava
no
display.
of,
In the first place,
changed much.
In his office on the top of Culebra.
prices have gone up. It is no longer
Mil, overlooking the now famous cut
easy to find the modest hotel where,
for a small sum, you can live on the
of that name, Colonel Goethals, chairbest In the land, and there are many
man and chief engineer of the Isthnew modern
hotels with modern
mian canal commission, simply began
In fact, the prices in Switzerprices.
Ma "day's work under a new title
land seem to be on a par with those
."governor and chief of the department
of the higher priced hotels In Lonshall C. Guthrie, United States bureau don, Paris and New York. Then, it
of operation and maintenance."
In the big cut below, while the col- of public health.
was a bad summer in Switzerland for
Executive secretary C. A.
weather. What with continuous rains
onel figuratively transferred his pow-- d
and snow ahead of time, visitors got
from one hand to another, the
rheumatism. And as for the numbei
stream dredges were tearing away at
Only a small portion of the permanof visitors to the country this sumefthe foot of Cucaracha slide, and loco- ent organization became actually
mer, why, there were at one time
motives were busy hauling away more fective today. It probably will tiot be 400,000
foreigners scattered over the
of the daily spoil. Work progressed perfected until all of the construction area tributary to Lucerne, Interlaken
us usual along the whole route of the work has been done, which wil re- and Zurich. Yet many hotels over
there went into bankruptcy.
canal. There were no extra flags fly- quire probably another year.
"Paris has been woefully dirty all
That part of the old organization
ing, no outward show of any kind
that the government of the zone was that will feel the new order of things the season. They don't begin to keepis
the streets in as good condition as
undergoing any changes. These were first is the old department of civil
done in New York. Why, I believe that
L.
which
over
Richard
name
so
in
as
far
changes
merely,
without any exaggeration the Place
most of the canal workers were con- Metcalfe presided. As fast as prac- Vendome must have In it 1,000 holes,
cerned. Ever since Colonel Goethals ticable Colonel Goethals said this will which would break the leg of any
Teoame the guiding spirit of the work be reorganized and will be placed un horse that would step into one, and
lie has been the "benevolent despot" der the new executive secretary. The practically only the thoroughfares that
of the Isthmus, and there are fed courts, which formerly were consider- go to make up the Grand boulevard
new faces in the group of men who ed a part of this department, already are in good condition."
have found a place in the permanent have been sepaarted and consolidated
PUPILS UNDERGO ODD TUITION
under the one federal judge and his
government.
The list has been announced as fol- two assistants at either end of the Peculiar Schools in
Europe for the
lows:
canal.
Teaching of What Might Be Called
The sanitary and health departments
"Trades."
Engineer of maintenance Colonel
Harry F. Hodges, of the army engi- also will soon be on the permanent
In St. Petersburg there is an instineers.
basis. .The work practically has been
where young men training for
tution
The
has
been
work
of
basis.
Superintendent
practically
transportations
as police make a special study
service
.
N.
Captain Hush Rodman,
completed and the new department of
of the tools used by professional
Electrical engineer Captain, W. II. health with Colonel Mason at its head, thieves. There is a class
devoted soleHose, of the army engineers..
will In future look after the sanitation ly to the study of forgery, with parof the zone and the Isthmus of Pan- ticular reference to the falsifying oi
Captains of the terminal ports
Commander D. B. Dismukes and
ama generally.
signatures on passports.
At Monte Carlo a school for croup
The department of operation .and
Henry V. Butler,
V. S. N...
maintenance will not be fully estab- iers is conducted. During the summer months aspirants for the office ol
Superintendent of shops and! dry- lished until the canal has been fully
croupier learn the operations of the
(locks Naval Constructor D. C. Nut completed.
gaming tables. Each pupil must from
The accounting department organi- time to time, while others are im
ting.
General purchasing officer Major zation will succeed to the work forpersonating players and making waV. C. Boggs, army engineer.
merly done by the division of dis- gers, conduct the game and learn how
Chief quartermaster
Captain R. E. bursements and the examiner of ac- instantly to pay out the winning
Wood, United States cavalry (tempor- counts. Nothing more than a conso-- stakes. Six months' tuition Is genernecessary.
arily, pending reorganization of the solidation and a Blight contraction of ally
In Brussels there Is a school foi
to
make
needed
be
will
force
supply department.)
working
the Instruction of grave diggers. All
Auditor !H, A. A. Smith; assistant, them ready for their new work.
candidates for appointment as sextons
B. P. Harrah.
All departments will be directly re- throughout Belgium must pass an exChief health officer Lieutenant Col- sponsible to the governor of the Pan- amination at this school before they
onel Charles F, Mason, medical corps, ama canal who, in turn Is responsible can obtain employment as grave dig
V. S. A.
to the president of the United States gers.
Chief officer of the quarantine divi- through the war department.
Hawk Swooped on Hunter.
sion Passed Assistant Surgeoni Man
When in operation It Is estimated
A large hawk attacked J. S. Spicei
there will be about 2,000 American of Fredericksburg, Va., while he waa
white employes on the canal, and per- hunting wild turkeys In Spotsylvania
JLY
haps a few hundred negro laborers, county. While hidden in a brush pile
and undergrowth, Spicer commenced
all residents of the canal zone.
calling turkeys. Soon a huge hawk
SIC1
GIRL
alighted on the limb of a tree nearby.
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
While Spicer was waiting for the bird
AXATIYE BROMO QUININE tab-t- s to
turn, so as to become a favorable
remove cause. There Is only One target, the bird suddenly dived toward
Tells How She Was Made
BROMO QUININE." It has signature him. Before the hunter could fire the
Well by Lydia E.Pinkham'
hawk was upon him. Spicer threw up
f E- W. GROVE on box. 25c.
his left hand to guard his face, and
Compound.
Vegetable
the hawk's talons pierce hts hands.
ZIMMERMAN 13 DEPUTY
Mew Orleans, La. "I take pleasure
Spicer soon bore the hawk to the
2. 'John L. Zimmer-man- n
Santa
Fe,
April
in writing these lines
and, getting hiB knife from his
ground,
official
was yesterday given the
to express my gratiwith his free hand, cut the
pocket
tude to you. Iam designation of stamp deputy and cus- leaders in the hawk's legs. In this
only 16 years old and todian of the federal building at Santa condition he succeeded In bringing it
work in a tobacco Fe, and is the only one of the inter- to Fredericksburg alive. It Is supf
I have nal revenue officers who will maintain posed the hawk saw only Splcer's
i
factory.
been a very sick girl
at Santa Fe after Sat- eyes through the brush, and thought
but I have improved headquarters
him a rabbit or other prey.
v;
week.
of
this
wonderfully since urday
Lydia E.
taking
Inhospitable to Royalty.
Pinkham's VegetaPlain Truth That's Worth Money
In the course of army maneuvers
a
ble Compound and
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for
in a country district Prince Arthur of
am now looking fine ough or cold may save you both sick-esConnaught and some brother officers
and money. F. F. Monahan. Men
and feeling a thousand times better."
lunched on top of a haystack. Pres"I am exposed
monie. Wis., says:
Miss Amelia Jaqudxard, 3961
ently the farmer appeared end forco all kinds of weather and I find Fo-y'St, New Orleans, La,
ibly expressed his opinions on the
Tar
and
Compound
always
Honey
St. Clair, Pa. "My mother was ives me up In eood shape when 1 subject of his haystack being used as
An orderly hurried up
alarmed because I was troubled with Htch cold or have a bad cough. 1 a messroom.
ecommend it gladly." Refuse all sub and explained who the officers were,
suppression and had pains in my back
and side, and severe headaches. I had tltutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red and he added that one of them was
Prince Arthur, King George's cousin.
pimples on my face, my complexion was 'rnss Drug Store. Aav.
The
indignant farmer flatly refused to
I
had
was
disturbed,
callow, my sleep
believe him. "Anyway, prince or no
BIRTHDAY OF OLDEST RULER
nervous spells, was very tired and had
they've got to come off my
no ambition. Lydia E. Pinkham's VegBerlin, April 2. Duke George II of prince, he
stack,"
declared, and, turning to
etable Compound has worked like a
who Is the oldest of the amused
officers, he added: "Dash
charm in my case and has regulated me.
rulers of Europe, celebrated his It all, from the looks of you, the next
I worked in a mill Bmong hundredsmedi-of- the
eighty-eightbirthday anniversary to- thing you'd do with the stack would
girls and have recommended your
cine to many of them." Miss Estella day and was the recipient of congra- be to eat it!"
110 Thwing St, St Clair, Pa. tulatory messages from all the sovMaguire,
'
Kindergarten In Hotel.
There is nothing that teaches more ereigns of the German states and from
The
than experience. Therefore, such let- other countries as welL The duke has has an Vanderbilt hotel In New York
idea for the benefit of Its guests
ters from girls who have suffered and reigned almost half a century, hav- who have
children which might well
were restored to health by Lydia E.
acceded to the throne in 1866, fol- be copied by other hotels. A kinderPinkham's Vegetable Compound should ing
abdication of his father.
garten has been established under a
be a lesson to others. The same remedy lowing the
trained teacher, using Montesorri and
is within reach of all.
Tablets
for Constipation other methods. There are toys of
If you want special advice write to Chamberlain's
description to keep the youngFor constipation, Chamberlain's Tab every
Lydia E. rinkhnm Medicine Co. (confsters amused, and in the meantime
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your U tter will lets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
fca opened, refid and answered by a and gentle in efrect. ive them a trial. they may be learning something worth
while.
woman and held in strict confidence. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Panama, April 2. The Panama
:anal zone foegan business today under a permanent form of government.
The Isthmian, canal commission,
which has governod the zone during
the construction of the waterway,
waa dissolved, and a civil administrain character, was
tion,
established.

NEW

Fraudulent Identification Mas Been
Taken Up a a Means of Gaining
Dishonest Living.

Palled.

ZONE

PRESIDENT

CHARM

Mr. Brown Didn't Enjoy His Thirtieth
Visit Tips and High Prices
'

CANAL

COLONEL GOETHALS APPOINTED
GOVERNOR OF PANAMA BY

ITS

THREE

'

'

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
rj, Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANG
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

age.

AnJ though the change brings with
it a liighfir degree of efficiency, there
Is much' ty regret in the loss of continuity cf the friendship and counsel
of the family doctor. His interest in
the patient was personal. He knew
the physical weaknesses, as well as
the deposition of each member of
the family. He had followed them
from blrt't, He was more than a physician. K9 was a guide, philosopher
and friend.

GOAL A.tlD:mJ'0.
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

-

THOUGHT

ONLY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

OF ARTHUR

Clerk Amounted to Nothing
ALL THE NEWS OF THE DAY Telegraph
When Sweet Innocence Waa
Sending a Message.
Chiefly as Understood by the Man
Who Does Not Have Time to
She sailed into the telegraph office
Read the Papers.
and rapped on the counter. The cUtrk
remembered that she had been thore
"I am glad to hear," said the Man about ten minutes before as he came
Who Does Not Have Time to Read the forward to meet her. He wondered
Papers, "that this income tax will what she wanted this time.
apply to interblocking directors.
"Oh," she said, "let me have that
"I wonder when they're going to telegram I wrote just now; I forgot
start running trains in this new Cats-kil- l something very important I wanted
to underscore 'perfectly lovely' in
aqueduct, now that it's finished.
"I don't believe Wilson will evei acknowledging the receipt, of that
succeed in having this James Lind bracelet Will it cost anything exelected emperor of Mexico even if he tra?"
does speak Latin.
"No, ma'am," said the clerk as he
"I knew the telephone company handed her the message.
would have to cut rates when the parcelThe young lady drew two heavy
-post
company got to competing lines beneath the words and said:
' "It's
with It,
awfully good of you to let me
"It seems to me that this paying ol do that. It will please Arthur ever
$5 a day to automobile Inventors as a so much."
.
'
millenium wage is going to leaa to
"Don't mention it," said the clerk.
anarchy or even to sociology. But that "If you would like it I will put a few
ain't any worse than paying $12,000 drops of violet extract on the telea year to the city chambermaid, as gram at the same rates."
they do right here in New York.
You don't
"Oh, thank you,' sir!
"Were you to the auto show at the know how much 1 would appreciate
won
races?"
the
Garden? Who
It I'm going to send all my tele
"It wasn't at the Garden," said the grams through, this office. You are
Man with the Newspaper, "and they so obliging."
didn't have any races."
And the smile she gave him would
"Didn't, eh?" snorted the Man'Whc have done any one good with the pos
Doesn't "Police stopt 'em, I suppose. sible exception of Arthur.
of t$s impuritanism." New
More
York Press.
Radium In the Arts.
While the most important use of ra
Russia's National Debt.
dium is undoubtedly that of a curaFor several years Russia has been tive
agent for cancer and okin dis
figand
national
its
debt,
increasing
eases, it is also of great value in oth
ures show that over 45 per cent, oi er
ways. A disk carrying a minute
loans emitting In the course of the
of radium Is attached to a
quantity
last five years were subscribed in for- special voltmeter and used for meas'
countries.
...
eign
at a distance the electric po
The Russian government is anx- uring
tential of a conductor, which it does
ious to get money from other, lands at a distance of 50 centimeters in
and is expected to seek further safety the case of a current of not more than
in European markets very shortly 300 volts and at a distance of three
with which to meet requirements for meters In high voltage.
the present year..
Another use is the prevention of
Statistics show that during the the electrification of machines
and
past five years 5169.6 million rubles fibers in the textile industry,
3657.1
millions
were raised by Russia,
in silk mills.
This is efin the country, and 1059.3 abroad. The fected by dipping the textile into a
value of a ruble is about 51 cents.
bath containing a very small quantity
Very striking is the manner in which of radium and by applying radio-activ- e
inthe Russian national debt has been
matter to the cylinders.
creased in the course of the last two
Besides these applications, radium
years, as also the additional amount is incorporated in manures, to which
of money borrowed on foreign mar it
gives a highly stimulating effect
kets in the year 1912, which Jumped upon vegetation.
milfrom 256.0 million in 1911 to 448.3
lions last year.
'
Eat Honey.
"Feed that child honey; it is th'
Historic London Building.
ti
The Inns of Court hotel, London, be3t thing to stop Its' cold," said
woman
which is to become the telephone ex- matronly woman to a young
whose little girl was coughing violent
change for Holborn, began life as the
Blue Boar tavern In Plantagenet times, ly. Honey is the extracted weet o
flowers obtained by bees during
taking its name from the crest of the
summer for their own substt
De Veres, who owned the land therenance during the winter. It is, to i.
abouts. When its neighbor and rival,
extent, natural food for man
the George inn, was demolished under certainsince
a wild honey tree is con
kind,
Queen Anne, the Blue Boar annexed
a great find among ail na
the name George as its subtitle. It sidered
was at the Blue Board that Cromwell, tions. If more people would ea'
there would be fewer colds
disguished as a trooper, stopped a honey,
man about to set out for Dover. In There is something about it that
seems strengthening to the luhgs. One
his saddle he found a letter from
Charles I. which determined him on must use care in eating honey, how
ever, for sometimes bees sip from
the king's execution.
poisonous although fragrant beautifu'
flowers, and the honey has been
Emerson Was a Prophet.
to cause illness. Indeed, there
Emerson lived before the. days of known
some
are
people who cannot eat honbankthe Frisco receivership and the
ill results. But for those
without
ey
rupting of the New Haven road, yet
one may read in an 1857 entry of his who can, it is a grateful appetizing
and healthy food.
newly published "Journal:"
"I took much pains not to keep my
Seizing Opportunity.
money in the house, but to put it out
"How did you come to many the
of the reach of burglars by buying
stock,' and had no guess that I was lady who Is now your wife?"
"It was very romantic. We were
putting it into the hands of the very
burglars now grown wiser and stand- out skating. She went to a place
where the ice was thin and broke in,
ing dressed as railway directors."
I rescued her after a terrible strugCollier's Weekly.
gle. Poor girl, she was nearly frozen
before we got home, but I proposed
Are You Alive?
There is no way by which you can to her on the way."
"For heaven's sake! Do you mean
"probe" to another that you "are
alive." It Is a matter of conscious- to say that you made a declaration
ness, of your own consciousness, and of love to a girl who was soaked and
he who doubts your existence must Icy and uncomfortable? You hai?
keep on doubting so far as any ar- your nerve, I must say!"
"Maybe, but there's nothing
gument that you may be able to oTed
while the iron is hot I "", -- Cleveland
tiim is concerned. If he will not take
Dealer.
Plain
whole
on
the
the
word
matter,
your
controversy is forever settled.
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If you are not using ELEC-

TRIC LIGHT, you are depriving yourself of a great
convenience. It is always
ready-ju- st

a "twitch "of the

switch" floods the room
with a- soft, mellow light
that will not injure the
eyes.

ELECTRIC illumination
J will add to the beauty and
comfort of your home. It
is clean, safe, and healthful, and does not throw off
soot or dirt, nor consume
the oxygen in the air.
Mi

Ask us to show you

how cheaply

house can be wired
without injury to the
wall or decorations.

'1

DO IT
i

your

It

TODj
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FOUR

'drys" are confident that with, the
be'.estendled to. the railof the women they are certain to
aid
nation
TO
roads, the "land marine" of the
IE
,'-,
win 'sweeping victories."" c :
1
to use a paradox by way of analogy
rail
or to American shipping, "the
Farmers and others who live at a
ESTABLISHED 1879
CITY
roads of the seas," excites a froth and
A
OF
distance from a drug store should keep
frenzy of denunciation.
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'6
Published by
The eastern railroads, for Instance,
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
Through the efforts of the members the Century Dictionary fand Encycloare engaged on a literal life and death
sDrains and rheumatism. It is a pow
(Incorporated)
ask
are
of the Woman's club, circulars have paedia, 16 volumes of the New Ameri
struggle for existence. They
erful
healing and penetrating remedy
the
Upto-Dat- e
the Interstate, commerce commit been issued by that' organization to can Cyclopaedia, two volumes of
Price 25c, 60c and $1.00 per. bottle. Sold
M. PACSETT.
.Editor. ing
of
Involumes
25
an
make
Clycopaedia,
People's
sion for permission to
by Central Durg Co. Adv,.. ,
be used in boosting the library into
the Encyclopaedia Uritannlca, 12 vol- THE "WETS" AND THE "DRY"
crease in freight rates, trifling as a
WILL BATTLE AT POLLS
INDIANA TEACHERS' MEETING
matter of percentage but of vital im- the favorable attention of the voters umes of the Jewish Encyclopaedia, 15
'
Catholic
NEXT TUESDAY
of
have
the
who
volumes
Encyclopaedia,
will
cast
They
elecat
ballots
In
the
the
aggregate.
Indianapolis, April 2. The North
portance
city
DicAmerican
the
New,
ern Indiana Teachers' association beshown by figures that during the past tion that is to be held next Tuesday. 16 volumes of
t
Entered at the postof flee at East seven months they have lost $51,000.-00- 0 The voters are to decide whether the tionary and Cyclopaedia, three volumes
Chicago, April 2 -- dri the city and gins its thirty-firs- t
annual mfeeting 'in
of the National Encyclopaedia, 17 vol township elections to be held through- this city this evening with an attendta Vegas, Now Mexicq for trans- in revenue as compared with the library is to be continued. V-P- ins
ScJaalon through the United States seven corresponding months of the
These circulars are concise and umes of the American Dictionary and out Illinois next Tuesday the liquor ance that promises to be the largest
Ameriseverest
the
of
in the ihistory
question will be put to the
of tne, association's
paalla M second" class matter.
preceding year. Operating expenses bring the matter to striking point as cippaedia, four volumes
voltest to which it has ever been sub- yearly conventions. An unusually atare increasing by leaps and bounds; to which side the voters should take. can Encyclopaedia Dictionary, 16
and jected in this state! With the possi- tractive program has been prepared
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
operating revenues are decreasing by The circulars are to be mailed to each ume of the American Dictionary
Cham
of
volumes
whole
the
voter in the city at considerable ex Encyclopaedia, eight
bility that 3,000 saloons may be voted for the three days' session. In addiDally,,by Carrier
multiplied millions.. Yet
- 1 .05 strength bf the government is exerted pense to" the Woman"s club. It Is bers' Encyclopaedia, one volume of out of existence, the liquor interests tion to many well known educators
IPer Copy
.15
One Week
in opposition to the railroads and ev- hoped' that they will affect the vote, tne Cyclopaedia of Social and Com are. fighting with the desperation that the scheduled speakers include form
. .65
two volumes of comes of a knowledge that defeat er. Vice President Charles W. Fair-- ,
One Month
ery Bult, that i decided against the for in the opinion of the larger part mercial Information,
Ref- means death to their business. The
7 50
One Tear
roads is described jubilantly as a "vic- of the people, there should he only the Home Library Cyclopaedia of
banks, Governor Woodbrldge N. FeriV
Students'
the
Mail
volumes
two
of
one
erence,
forces, on the other hand, ris, of Michigan, former Governor J.
to
Dally, by
vote this issue,
proper way
tory for the government."
the
of
$6.00
are supported in their battle by a Frank Hanly of Indiana, and P. P.
One Year (in advance)
The true "victory" would he the re that being for the continuance of the Reference Work, four volumes
- 3.00 habilitation of the merchant ( marine library.
Universal Dictionary of the English feeling of confidence that they are Claxton, United States commissioner
Six Months (in advance)
7.00
One Year (In arrears-- -.
Statistics which have been furnish Language, 24 volumes of the Book on the eve of the greatest victory of education.
and the extension of fair treatment,
3.75
even
Months
(in arrears)
(Six
hope ed bring out the strongest point in of Knowledge, 21 volumes of the Li- they have ever won in this state! On
the only "subsidy" they can
that favor of the library. These show that brary of Valuable Knowledge, 13 vol- both sides the struggle da being conrealize
should
nation
The
for.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
dollar
a
this institution is largely patronized umes of the Science of Railways, six ducted with as much vigor as ever
s
it is hurting itself every time
New Yorki April 2. Confident
GROWER
and Is one of the nioet valuable insti volumes of the International Library attended a political contest in Illinois.
is unnecessarily paid in tribute to
on the long side of market
$2.00
of the
ne tear
out of the 102 counties were resumed
Thirty-on- e
shipping or an unnecessary and tutions in the city for the Student, of Technology, two volumes
today after an early pe1.00
of of Illinois are
volumes
six
Six Months
American
Workers
on
of
'man
Nations,
the
resident
and
the husiness
entirely "dry." That riod of hesitation. The ready reunjust burden is Imposed
50 numerous counties will be added to
"
railroads.
They show that should the issue. In the Library of Electrical Science,
sponse of the market to increased
10 this
(Cash in Advance for Mail
Classics,
Howard
the
j
o
volumes
at
pf
list, as .a,, result of the coming buying confirmed assertions of bullish
regard to the library he defeated
Subscriptions.)
the cjty election, Las Vegas would volumes el Literature of All Nations, elections Is generally regarded as a traders that no considerable, demand
Remit by check, draft or money
SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR
24 volumes of be World's11 Greatest foregone conclusion.
The liquor in- could he satisfied except at higher
suffer greatly.
AT TAUPERT'S
rder. II tent otherwise we will not
NOONDAY NAP
the
of
volumes
18
Library
on
which
Classics,
terests
are.
the defensive prices, owing to the meager floating
fiscal
the
last
plainly
year
During
'
loss.-be responsible, for
UK
ended Tuesday the number of people of Universal Knowledge, 30 volumes and are fiehting with a view to keep- supply of stocks. Hope of an early
Specimen copies" free on application.
Sometimes you hear a man say he
the Carnegie public library was of the .World's Best Literature, one ing their losses at the lowest mini adjustment of the railroad rate probusing
believes mornine sleep is the most 13944. This number exceeds that of volume of the Peopje's Library, His- mum.
lem was the predominating influence,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
necessary.; He is wrong- Sleep in the previous year and shows an in- torical, Scientific and Mechanical,
The "drys" have filed petitions id
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Union Pacific was strengthened by
is
the early hours of the morning light crease of interest pf the public in this eight volumes of, Ellis' History of about 200 townships and cities which
PAID FOR
the
ik ul
ruling of the courts that he Ref- Omaha rallied the wheat market toas compared with sleep in the middle institution. The statistics show that Our Country, 25 volumes of Ban- vote next
Tuesday. These voting erred stock should not participate in day after an easy start. Prices openof the night or before midnight.
on the average about 39 people visit croft's Works, 10 volumes of Beacon units include a total of more than 300 the extra dividend disbursements. The ed
cent lower, but then ad- to
Advertisers are guaranteed the
have shown that a per ed the library' daily during the past Lights of History, three volumes of villages and cities. Under the local
Experiments
t
vari-oui- s
circulation
a
to
in
to above last night's
ran
rise
vanced
point
up
daily and weekly
general
gradually
'
son is sleeping heaviest one hour after fiscal year.
the History of the Nineteenth Cen option law the unit may be a townwith the larger gains level. The close was firm
fef any newspaper in northern New
instances,
two
of
end
At
the
falling asleep.
The number of books loaned during tury, Year by Year by Emerson, five ship, city or village. Inasmuch as among the specialties. A few stocks cent net higher.
Mexico.
'hours the sleeper will be awakened the
year was 9,032. This is a decid-- volumes of the History of Our Navy most townships J include some rural were heavy. Baltimore and Ohio lost
Bullish Argentine news regarding
than at the close of ed increase over the number submitted by Spears
easier
besides one or more vil- two points. Buying slackened toward' prospective shipments to North AmerTELEPHONES
territory,
end of four In
In addition to this valuable collec lages, towns or cities, the "drys" i n noon and the list eased off from its ica
the report for the year previous.
Main 2 the first hour. At the
Business Office
during April and May gave corn
Is little dif
declared
is
there
hours
it
durof reference works the library most instances prefer to have the best
tion
Issued
new
dards
The number of
Main 2
were steady.
News Department
Bonds
an
prices.
upturn. The market opened a shade,
ference as to mental activity between ing the year was 180. The number contains1 present day novels and other vote based on the township as a unit.
ill
after 12 lower to
cent higher and soon
languished
Speculation
bleep aDd a state of wideawakeness,
of new books added to the library interesting literature that is worthy
In addition to the townships and o'clock. Bull operators abandoned ef- rose all around. The close was steady
THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 1914.
an
On the strength of this discovery
during the last six months was 232. of the attention of every resident. some of the larger cities that voto forts to force prices higher in face of at
cent net advance.
eastorn phwsician advises curtailing The number of monthly magazines in Boys' books, the class which uplifts next
Tuesday about 30 additional the inexplicable pressure against BalRAILROADS AND SU1PS
dull, were firm.
Oats,
although
and
the long sleep of tne morning
the library during the year was 20, rather than suggests evil are to be ob cities and villrgts now with saloons timore and Ohio.
of
sales
ranged from
First
provisions
substituting a short nap at some time the number of weekly periodicals tained, while books for adults of every will vote on the saloon question April
of covering removed the 2
7
and
there was
cents
Completion
to
A statistician has called attention
higher
during the day.- He contends that 15 three, and the number of daily papers nature likewise. may be obtained at 21. Chicago, Peoria and East fee. prop from the market, and afternoon a
American
further
that
tbe
whereas
gain.
to the fiict
subsequent
minutes of sleep after the nooday meal six. The total number of books in this institution. The class of litera- Louis are virtually the only large
The closing quotations were:
dealings were at lower prices. Misrailroad mileage is Just about equal will
more than an hour and 15 the
is
and
feature
this
is
best
the
sature
help
was
8,470.
cities of the state in which the
library on March 31
souri Pacific fell Vz frora the earlier
yo that of all the other nations of the minutes
Wheat, May 91; July 87.
asleep in the morning.
The figures above show the value one of the strongest points In favor loon issue will not be voted on before hish mark.
Corn, May;
July 68. ,
world, America is ninth in shipping.
the people of this institution in furnishing pres- of the institution in that the people the end of the month. No great atthat
further
stated
It
is
The market closed firm. New ef
July
Oats,
It roust be rather humiliating to real- who are most in need of this noonday
39.
ent day reading matter,' such as news- of this city read the books and would tempt was made to force th issue forts on the bull side brought up the
that, not only do England, Germany
May $20.92; July $20.90.
Pork,
were
are
literature
loss
for such
bookkeepers, stenographers, papers and magazines, while the num be at a
in Chicago this year, though a small level of prices again, the inquiry from
id France surpass this country with nap
Lard, May $10.57; July $10.77.
clerks and all other workers whose ber of people using the library shows the library closed.
group of individuals did make an un- the short swerving as, the session drew
but
their
to
merchant
marine,
May $11.17; July $11.32.
respect
Ribs,
acan
featureless
inclined'
be
are
to
tasks
The Woman's eluS, is taking
successful endeavor to obtain the
that the books, periodicals and newsto a close.
,y v
aly and Russia do also, and likewise and
prosaic. Also persons who may
are thoroughly read by the tive part in influencing the voters to
Canadian Pacific was the most consignatures necessary before the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Japan, and even Holland and Norway. be engaged in creative work. Unless papers
cast their ballots for the library, and question could be brought to a vote.
patrons.
of the railroad list.
feature
To make the figures more startling
spicuous
Kansas
City, April 2. Hogs, receipts
they get frequent rest, their work beA striking fact has been revealed the library board and many other citi- Peoria is the largest center of the It rose to 209. Smelting fell a point, 4,500. 'Market 5 to 10 cents higher.
jBtill, it Is shown that American shipcomes hromidic instead of original.
in regard to the quality of the books zens also are pushing the issue. There distilling industry in the country and but other copper shares made some Bulk
ping pays the stupendous tribute of
$8.408.55; heavy $8.B58.60;
There is at least one notable exam-pi- e In the library. This is that the in is little doubt but that the voters will for the time being, any attempt to
to
upward.'
and butchers $8.458.66;
headway
32 billions of dollars every year
packers
inditending to give dignity to the plea stitution has on its shelves the mas take the right step, which will
The last sales were as follows:
swing it into the "dry" column is
pigs $7. 20 8.10.
lights
$8.358.50;
foreign vessels for carryingAmerican for a nooday nap. John D. Rockefeller
and
Is
the
progressive
city
77
considered hopeless. The proximity Amalgamated Copper
terpieces of literature and reference cate that
1,000. Market strdrjg
Catle,
reecipts
jproducts to foreign countries and for- has taken one
daily for years. He had works that are valuable to every resi anxious to maintain such a worthy of East St. Louis to the great Mis- Sugar
.100
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
eign products to this country.
a lounge in his private office on Wall dent in the city. Among these works institution as the Carnegie public li- souri metropolis milrcates against the Atchison
97
Tret there is a virulent "antisubsldy"
$8.509.25; dressed beef steers $7.25
.'.
street and stretched out on it after oro the, followlnff! Ten volumes of brary.
success of the "dry" movement there Reading
.......166
8.50; western steers $78.60; southprejudice which has thus far success- lunch for exactly 15 . minutes. No
to Southern Pacific
and caused the'
95
league
build
to
steers $67.85; cows $4.357.50;
ern
resisted
effort
up
every
fully
one was allowed to disturb him during certain what supported the earth. In
defer any attempt to make the ques- Union Pacific
....,..'...,160
heifers
an American merchant marine In the that
'
$6.758.75; stackers and feedbeen
have
length, of time, and busy as he religion genuine agnostics
election.
at
an
issue
the
tion
63
United
States
Steel
........
coming
and
huild
ers
nations
other
that
up
some
way
$6.507.80; calves $6.5010.
was, he always took it. He considered without followers, although
The most important' Of the down-stat- e United States Steel, pfd....
110
maintain their shipping interests, and
receipts 8,000. Market strong.
Sheep,
about
It a saving of time, not a wasting of using the title(,'fi'ave gathered
battles is being fought in Springyearlings $6
St is becoming more and more clear
Lambs
in
$6.858.20;
dogdelighted
he
partisans.'.wbo
them
it And well into the seventies
field, which has been considered hopeewes $5
CHICAGO
BOARD
wethers
OF
TRADE
125;
$5.256.50;
that the Wilson administration is lay- plays golf.
battle
the
'
matic denial of dogmas. In
in
former
less
the
years.
d.25.
"drye"
by
"
2.
"
the
Chicago, April
same
Export sales at
ing greater stress upon
.
o
y
raging over higher criticism the
Other leading cities where the quesprinciple involved in the Panama
conditions are seen- - The reverent,
tion Is to be put to the test of the balHUMAN LOVE OF
GATES
canal tolls controversy than upon the
conservative higher critics arouse no
lot include Bloomington, Rock Island,
a
In
Britain.
perwho
Great
with
DOGMATISM
jreaty
enthusiasm. But the radicals
Freeport, Aurora, Mattoon,
Decatur,
sonal statement just issued President
form a hypothesis, reason on it and
Mollne,
Galena, Monmouth,
Danville,
Wilson arguos against exemption
Some scientists connected with the announce their conclusions as demon(Continued Front Page One.)
Alton, Dixon and Mount Sterling.
a
constitute
will
of
doubt,
have
snadow
exemption
given pre strated beyond any
University of Chicago
That the "wets" are on the defeiv
'subsidy,,,. A subsidy can have no oth- liminary notice that they will soon number their followers by thousands. No estimate of the federal casualties elve
throughout the state is evidenced
or
an
build
to
up
than
to
result
Announce
er direct
was obtainable on this side, although
the world the discovery
Believers in verbal inspiration
the
fact that they have filed petiby
reSatisfy yourself ' by allowing us,: to
American merchant marine and
that the center of the earth is not a the Scriptures and their Infallibility the rebels insisted their firing had tions in
and
a
cities
about
dozen
only
"';
show you
beautiful garments.
place the Stars and .Stripes, which molten mass, as fiome hypotheststs in all points are doubly strong with been effective.
towns which are already "dry." In
Slave vanished from the high seas.
The sixth train bearing wounded 18 counties
have argued, but that it Is solid as the masses of men, for they thus
are
saloons
making
the
and the excellent mater ials?J(o
Foreign vessels are prohibited from steel, says the St. Louis
avoid all the perplexities of examina from the front arrived today and more their last stand.
con
ana
-- our
and
sources"
trade,
coastwise
in
is
statement
'
The
positive
train loads were, reported asi having
participation
tion of "original
which they
made.
The "drys" have been aided in their
end this constitutes the sole extension specific, without if a or ands, though temporary records, about which there passed Jirrdnez'and Santa ftosalia on
0
the state by
of federal aid to the shipping Interests we. must await the full text of the must arise many puzzling questions, the way northward. The fact that Campaigrt "throughoutleaders of wide
numerouBEprohlbition
bt this country. It is very probable announcement before we ascertain and they, at the same time turnisn about 700 disabled soldiers were now
prominence. Among those who have
that If there was any valid excuse for Just who has gone to the center of proof texts for settlement of all the here gave rise to the belief that an toured
the state in the interest of the
f
of condi baffling problems concerning God equal number of wounded are either
bo doing, even this veiled semblance the earth to gather'-proomovement are John G. Wooley, who
bf.. subsidy would be withdrawn. The tions about which there has naturally and man and their mutual relations. at the front or en route north, and an was
the nrohibition candidate for
democratic party in particular seems been more conjecture than positive In science, religion and statecraft the estimate of 600 dead would make the
of the United States in
president
mara
have
obsessed with the idea that subsidy evidence. But the scientists
rebel losses about 2,000 in fighting
leaders who have great armies
Howard Russell, founder
Dr.
and
1900,
Su any form strikes at the foundation '(thosen .wisely in selecting the form snaled. under, their banners are those strength. Every train that came with
of
National
league.
the
conto
. et our. Institutions.
It is easy
'
of their declaration,, if it be their that dogmatize who are always posi- wounded has been sent south' with
Alarmed by the vigorous campaign
not
troubled
of
are
would
enthusiasm
which
and
degenerate
to
teive. poltaieB
kindle the; ;
medical supplies. According to their
purpose
tive in assertion
r
Interests, as
Snta mere paternalism. If carried to partisans, A mere statement that the with doubt of the. infallibility of the own claims the Villa forces still have of the "drys"
State
Illinois
It is 6urprising what an amount! of
the
represented by
excess,, but there is neither common theory of a molten mass, gradually doctrines they espouse
more than 10,000 men in the field.
and
Distillers
the
Brewers'
association,
'
,
serviceability and good-- style ?an be
inso nor .patriotism, in banishing the cooling, is not upheld by all the phe- ; ,..,.,
ot ..,,,
Jobbers' association and the Liquor
'
lAmerican flag from the. seas for no nomena would have fallen on listless
J Alfonso Mentions Outrages1"-- '
SUIT FOR WATER
Dealers' protective association,, plan
bought here in wash Dresses at from
Jitter reason than that it. can be kept ears. The dogmatic assertion that
2
fifth
make a spec- the
to
For
two
weeks
ago
ned
April
Santa;
Fe,
as
the
solid
is
into
practice
there only by putting
the center of the earth
doubtful dis-inshort periods,
speech from the throne at the open- - Uactilar campaign in all
policies pursued by every other nation atBAl will find stanch defender in time in comparatively
the
of
-- Homm,t
of tbA Hnnnioi,
trrtav tricts in a special train, with a brass
suit involving the distribution
fn the world.
all walks of life.
The
....
was
.
hanA onH An .rmv or orators.
.
ditch
v:
Ildefonso
San
There is no reason for getting
xvjus jviiuiiDo auuaea to tne ouirecB ,.- Our poets and philosophers have waters from
on the
court
however
for
district
was
the
abandoned,
in
' There's a great variety, too, enablwhich
of
of
today
plan
In
Spaniards and citizens
frightened at the word "subsidy."
often expressed horror of dogmatism brought
E. C.Ab other
some of the liquor dealers
and
of
advice
Judge
county
Fe
Santa
in
victims
the
is
countries
had
to
it
forms
been
on
study
people.
famijiar
many
and insisted
reing women to choose their favorite
who believed that such a demonstra
Mexico.
The farmer is subsidized to. the extent and discussion of all subjects. The bott appointed Douglas Walker
make
the
to
serve
and
waters
the
The Spanish government, his maj- tion would only
color and model without oyerstepping
of many millions of dollars every year world has pretended tg acquiesce in ceiver to distribute
n
on which, the esty said, had
people more determined in
s;pcnt in making his business more such an attitude, but it has deceived set April 27 for the date
sought and was conthe twelve dollar and a half limit.
shall show cause why the tinuing to seek for a method by which their fight.
5 rofitable through the activities of ex- Itself.
Humanity is fond of dogma respondents
the
of
feature
continued.
not
most
shall
he
disquieting
The
Spaniards and their property in Mexperiment stations. The business man tism end cannot feear any question receivership
SEE
THEM
NOW
struggle from the viewpoint of the
is subsidized. by the expenditure of remaining "open." use Noan's aove, The petition was filed by Mrs. Matilda ico could be protected:
technolofamous
.element is the fact that in
Raloon
the
The presence of Spanish warships
COOLIE
iKhcr millions In a costly consular
that sought rest , for the sole of her Coxe Stevenson,
vote for
Ildeat Vera Cruz had, he continued, dem- most places the women will
in a cabinet department of
tnnt the human mind cannot bear gist who owns a farm near San
conlocal
of
the
in
option
the
time
Acequia
la
against
onstrated the; solicitude of the Span- the first
etc. There are many ways in suspense. It wants things "settled." fonso and
TH
several
that
- P IT?
U h the government lends assistance The ancient philosopher who Insisted San Ildefonso, Teodoro Vigil, Jose ish government for the lives and in tests. It is remembered
saloon
the
D.
Clara
which
','
and
voted.on
T7A
terests of Spanish subjects. He con small towns
without arousing popular opposition. that the earth rested on the backs Vigil, Mary T. Bryan
h ..
ff
i
were
made
eluded that all possible help, moral question last November
It once subsidized the
of elephants and that earthquakes True.
the
For
vote
s
women
court
armada and made possible the estab- - were due to the restlveness of the Suit was filed in the district
and otherwise, would be afforded by "dry" by the
L4
he
Levi A. Hughes against Al- Spain for the
; niput of great industrial and agri- had
by
time
many
today
of the coming elect an.
fly
during
safeguarding
pachyderm
towns
M.M!
small
on
a interest of Imr enMwta nnil their women in the
;ur.il umpires between the two more partisans than their contem- fredo Delgado and Lina Delgado
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heavy
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$500.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

GHINAf ARE
Charles Behringer came in yesterday
evening from Raton for a brief business visit.
H. O. Newson of Winston Salem, N.
C, was a commercial visitor in Las
Vegas today.
W. G. Laff arrived in the city last
night from Albuquerque for a several
days' business viBit
p. E. Searle of El Paso, Texas, came
in last night for a several days' business iivisit In this city.
W. R. Holly, a well known attorney
of Springer, came in last night for a
short business visit in thljj city,.
Jj. M. Cole of Los Angeles, Calif.,
was a business visitor in the city today. He is a commercial man.
Attorney Herbert Clark left this
morning for Santa Fe where he will be
on legal business for a short time.
George H. Thomas of Albuquerque
arrived in the city last night and will
be a business visitor here for the next
few days.
H. C. Buerger, representative for the
Tiuerger Barber Supply company of
Denver, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
L. E. Alldredge and H.. Goodman of
Koy, arrived in Las Vegas last nigW
and will be business visitors here for
the next few days.
j
E. C. Sperry, representative for the
company,
Studebaker 'I ? AAtotaoune
drove in yesterday from Raton for a
ew days' business visit In 'this city.
Ed Cowling, trainmaster for the
northern district of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe Railway company, 'Vas a business visitor. " inL,Ltt8
;ri "''
"
Vegas today.
William MoHenry of Denver and B.
F. Kennedy of Tucumcari arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday and were business visitors here for a short time.
bostof-llc- e
They are connected with the
n
inspection service.
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10c

..10c
10c

Dinner

10c
Plates
Decorated Dinner plates 10c
10c
Plain Soup Plates
Decorated Soup Plates, ,10c.
Cream pitchers
,.10c
10c
Platters
Japanese Sugar Bowls.. 10c
Japanese Creamers. ... . . ,10c
Japanese Pepper Shakers. ... .10a
10c
Japanese Salt Cellars
25s plates for Decorating... 10c
15o Plates for Decorating. ..10c'
20c Plates for Decorating. . .10c
25c Puff Boxes
.....10c
25c Hair Boxes
25c Ring Trees .......... .10c
10c
15c Nut Bowls.......
10c
15c Oat Meal Dishes
10o
15o Salt Shakers
10c
25o Celery Trays
10c
25c Hat Pin Holders.
25c
6 Silk Hair Nets
Child's Black Sateen Bloom....25c
ers
25c
25 Easter Post cards
25c
3 pieces Stickerel
25c
5 copies Sheet Music
Corset Embroidery, ,25c
25c
fl'tkgB.'Se Flower Seeds
3 pk'gs. lOo Flower Seeds..
15c
1 qt. Onion Sets
25c
8 lbs. Alfalfa Meal
5 lbs. Hoyt's Chick Food ...25c
.25c
2 musical Post Cards

,lSo
15c
15c
15c
15c
20c
20c

..........

h

NEW ASYLUM PATIENT
Santa Fe, April 2. In the district
court today, Pedro Alarid filed a petition for the commitment of his mother, Mrs. Amelia J. Alarid to the state

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANT IS A
REMARKABLE MENTAL CALCULATOR

Santa Fe, April 2. March Just past
was sunnier than the average Santa
Fe March, for the official statistics
of the weather bureau today show
that the sunshine average for last
month was 78 per cent, while for the
past 24 years it has been 73 per cent.
There was not a day without sun
shine, there were 10 days with 100 per
cent of sunshine each and there were
only three days with less than 40 per
cent of sunsbine. Surely a remarkable record for sunnyness.
The past month also was warmer
than the customary March at Santa
Fe. The mean temperature for the
month was 40 degrees, the highest
was 63 degrees on Marcb 17, St. Patrick's day; the lowest 14 degrees on
March 22; the mean maximum was
1.7 degrees, the mean minimum 27.3
degrees, and there was not a day
that the maximum did not exceed 30
degrees. The greatest dally range in
temperature was 37 degrees, the least
10 degrees on March 11, a noteworthy
equality In temperature. Since New
Year there baa been an excess in
temperature over 'the normal of. 170
:'
'"
degrees.
In precipitation, last month there
was a slight excess, but the total fall
amounted' to only .82 of an Inch, the
snowfall being seven inches; the
greatest precipitation in any 24 consecutive hours was .39 of an inch on
March 30. The deficiency from the
normal in precipitation since New
Year is .52 of an inch.
The total wind velocity for the
month was 5,776 miles, an average of
only 7.8 miles per hour. The maximum velocity recorded was 28 miles
per hour on March 24. The prevailing direction of the wind was from
the north. The mean relative humid-itiat 6 p. m. each day was 35 per
cent, surprisinglydry for this time of
v
year.
A thunderstorm was recorded on
March 30, but not a single fog or halo
or sleet during the entire month.

Santa Fe, N. M., April 2. II W. At
kinson who left for the east last night
after checking up the internal revenue
office here before the office moves to
Phoenix, is one accountant who spurns
the adding machine, supposed to be
the marvel of mathematics. Mr. Atkinson's mind works at about three
times the speed of an adding machine
and works quite as accurately.
Judge Lewis T. Carpenter, Chief
Denutv James J. Goutchey, Deputy F.
T. Blandy, and Deputy A. J. Loomi3 of
the internal revenue office were, as
tounded as Mr. Atkinson looked over
books and
long rows of figures on the
wrote down answers in addition ana
multiplication as though working by

'

'

.

'

y

Den-niso-

;

'

,

"

WOODBURN IS NAMED
Washington, April 2. President
Wilson nominated William Woodburn,
atJjr., of Reno,' Nev., United States
torney for Nevada,- - ; ' ;,r

T1V8

:::

Set

:

'After the Girl," George Edwardes'
latest London Gaiety .theater produc
Shu-bertion, is. to be produced: by the
season.
next
in 'New York early

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
THE STORE WHICH HAS IT

ts

H

Corset Covers
Muslin Gowns
.
While Underskirts
Princess Slips
Combination Suits
'
Children's Drawers up from.
Ladles' Black Satteen Underskirts.

.........

i

j

F03 LESS

si

VEEDER
BLOCK

''Oen

Harrison Grey Fiske' announces that
he has engaged Lydia Lopdukowa, the
Russian danoer, to appear as a star
under his management next season.

49c. 39c, 25c, 19c.

,.!..98o,

98c, 69c. l49c
79c, 69c. 49c

..'...'.I.......
..L,..98c.

98c. 79e.
79c. 69o. 49c.
10c

...... .98c.

69c. and 49c.

,

"The Belle of Bond Street" is the
name of the new Shubert play in
which Saffi Bernard and Gaby Deslye
::
are to apnearV.; .j.i:
;

Elsie Janls Is appearing in vaude
ville In London.
New Hex

It took

Julia Sanderson, Donald Brian and
Joseph Cawthorn are to appear to
gether in a musical play next season

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on
Savings Accounts.

PEOPLES BAIW
recommend to everyone to go much
further."
Mr. Atkinson has had a
ca
reer. In encounters with moonshiners
in Kentucky and in capturing a notorious Jim Kelly of Poung Gap he dodged 18 shots from the moonshiner's
rifle and had no trouble to add them
up, either, though they came very fast.
thj-illin- g

FIRE DESTROYS

A

half seconds to compute the interest
at 8 per cent of $375 for 2 years, 4
months ,,and 24 days. It was .?72.
''How much is 63 times 77 asueu
was
Judge Carpenter, as Mr. Atkison
table
the
multiplication
discussing
which he knows up to and beyond 100.
"It is 4851," he replied instantly.
; Asked to explain this
lightning system o calculation,. Mr. Atkinson safd:
"Aa a bov my mind seemed to work
to the
rapidly when I was called up
tne
maineuiaiB
in
blackboard
I could usually skeletonize a sum and
write the answer and then I would
fill in with figures of multiplication,
addition and substractlon as well as
Fractions presented few
division.
obstacles because I learned the aliquot
narta. For example: When you multi
you know
ply one and
with the
are
dealing
that
you
instantly
go
seventieth of a hundred. Then
re
sums
I
ahead. In handling large
solve the big figures into fractional
factors which makes it very .simple."
Asked if he bad ever taught mathe
was
matics, Mr. Atkinson said that It
his ambition to be a professor or a
afflicdoctor, but that' he suffered an
into
developed
which
the
of
eyes
tion
trrannlated eyelids and that he bad to
cured of
give up study. He Was later
this trouble by the climate of Califor
geB Of 10 to
nia' ha: said.
18 he occupied his mind with gigantic
mathematical problems.
When some one suggested that he
said
go into vaudeville, Mr. Atkinson
not
would
mathematics
of
line
his
that
interest the average spectators at a
vaudeville show. "It might interest
a business man to learn how to do
rapid calculation, but tne average person going to a show wishes to see
miracles. I am not a marvelous Grif:
fifth working with billions and trlllions."
Mr Atkinson impresses one as be
comes to
ing "strictly business." He
an office to check it tip and whirls
through the books witb such rapidty
that at first one imagines he is Joking. His explanation of the way his
mind works tackling problems is like
Hebrew or Arabic even to the business
man who has learged ordinary shortcuts.
Asked to give a . message of cheer
and help to the school boys and girls
of Santa Fe in their mathematical triD.
ulatlona, Mr. Atkinson said "Learn the
multiplication table aa high as you
can. It will be of great use to you.
Most Deonle think they,kPow it if they
can run up. to 12 or J5, .but I should

r

TOURIST HOTELS
MANY PEOPLE ESCAPE SCANTILY
CLAD FROM ST. AUGUST1N

!"

HOSTELRIES

St Augustin, Fla., April 2. Fire
early today destroyed five tourists'
hotels, the county court house and a
number of residences. So far as
known no lives were lost, though
many guests at the Florida, Munson,
Clalrmont, Atlantic and Central betels, which were destroyed, escaped
scantily clad. Two persons were injured.
Nearly two blocks near the water
front were destroyed.. For. a time
the business section of "the city was
endangered, but the.; flames finally
were checked.
The fire originated about 1 o'clock
in the kitchen of the Florida, a large
wooden structure, and spread rapidly,
Firemen first turned their attention
to rescuing guests of the Florida
many of whom were carried down
ladders. Oiicupants of the other hotels were 'warned of their danger and
many fled, into the streets without
any attempt to save their belongings
The burned section was bounded by
Charlotte, Treasury, Hyholita and St.
George streets.,, The loss is estimated
at between $500,000 and $750,000.
The fire originated in the second
story of the south wing of the Florida
house, which wa3 a frame structure,
shortly before 1 o'clock. The building
burned so rapidly that the flames were
uncontrollable and spread to surrounding frame buildings.
Adjutant General Foster established
an information bureau In the Plaza,
and every effort was made, with the
help of the militia, to find friends and
relaties of inquirers.
Fire Proof Building Burns
'
Among the first buildings destroyed
was the St. John's county court house,
supposed to have been a fire proof
structure. It is not believed that records in the fire proof vaults of the
county clerk will be damaged.
The flames' were under control
shortly after daybreak, and lifting
smoke revealed the burned area,
which had once been a show place
of :, the oldest city in the United
States. When the fire attacked the
Power Boat club building on the bay
front, it was the presence of mind
of Charles Hopkins, manager of tba
races, that saved 550,000 in' speed
craft He cut the moorings of the
Valuable boats, and they sailed, unharmed,, tb a safe harbor In the bay.
Priceless treasures were destroyed
ST0!.!AGil
flames attacked the bid Vedder building, where curios of the historical society were stored. Records of the
long
Old Spanish days, which had
EZr
Raglaad Tfritea Ir&rettisg been .viewed with interest by thousands of winter visitors' Were 'etitire.
Letter on Ttij SaLjecL
",.
'.''"' "
',,
ly destroyed.'
The flames spread east and' north,
fanned by a stiff breeze, and quickly
destroyed the Genebver opera bouse,
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
a large frame building." It was only
Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have
through heroic work of the firemen
ht
been taking Thedford's
that the Magnolia hotel was' saved.
lor indigestion, and other stomach troubThis Btructure caught fire., several
les, also colds, and Find it to be the very
times and was considerably damaged.
best medicine I have ever
'

three-sevent-

TCeiQES

'

.

Black-Draug-

used' 7

Black-Draug-

ht

for

,

a few

Shuberta have produced an
called "The Third
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, paia English comedy
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullParty."
ness after eating, are sure symptoms o!
stomach trouble, and should be given the
James A. Hearn's play, "Sag Harproper treatment, as your strength and bor," has been revived for the stock
health depend very largely tipoa your, companies.
if. '
food and its digestion.
To get quick and permanent relief
John Glasworthy'a newest play, The
from these ailments, you should take
Is to be seen in America next
Mob,"
a medicine of known curative merit
fall.
Its 75 years of splendid success, In the
treatment of just such troubles, proves
If the Wisconsin boxing comnilsstou
!he real merit of Thedford's
the ban off Packey McFarland
takes
in
action,
Safe, pleasant, gentle
it is sure the Milwaukee promoters will make
ind without bad
For salg another effort to bring McFarland and
to benefit both young and old.
'
Mike Gibbons together.'
N. C is
:very where. Price 25s.
feel like

a new man."
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ht.
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BALSAM FIR IS A LADIES ROLL BIG
WOOD GOOD FOR

SCORE IN BOX

PAPER
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ITS USE WILL HELP IN REFORESTING LARGE AREAS WITH

SPRUCE

Mr. Atkinson Just one and a

John Craig's stock company at Che
Castle Square theater In Boston renew farce called
cently produced
After taking
"
Wife
Your
"Where's
days, I always

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
I:

--

magic.

IS IT?

DOLLAR.---WHA- T

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent It in a minute, but I did not
The dollar is my yesterday,
I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt : I may save it and tomorrow cot work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who
may do the
work better than myself." A dollar is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
cars of the future, so should he guard his dollars to' secure the full service of the past

SUNSHINE
EVERY DAY, SLIGHT
EXCESS IN PRECIPITATION
AND MUCH WARMTH

asylum at Las Vegas.
Additional testimony was taken toAdv.
day before District Judge E. C. Abbott
in the case of Jasper Ortiz vs. J. M.
Archuleta, involving something like
$15,000 worth of lands, timber, chatEXPRESS MESSENGER
tels,' etc. Testimony in the case has
been taken off and on for the past
STOPS A ROBBERY two months.
TRIAL IS POSTPONED
Judge E. C. Abbott after a hearing
.
Santar
Fe, April
Attorney General
case
has taken under advisennt the
W. Clancy was notified by
DRIVES BANDIT OFF THE TRAIN
Frank
vs.
Fe
the
company
Santa
of
Realty
'
WHEN ORDERED TO OPEN
that the Azcarate
Krick, involving a town lot telephone today
Henry
has gone
THE SAFE,.
case
Carrizozo
at
murder
Fe
near the Santa
depot.
over to the next term because of some
defect in the jury venires. It is posAthens, Ga., April 2. An attempt by
a bandit to rob a Seaboard Air line SOUTHERN ILLINOIS TEACHERS sible that District Judge E. L Medler
will call a special term for July. Atpassenger train near Comer, Ga., was
Marion, 111., April 2.Marion is ento have
FletchC.
R.
frustrated early today by
of torney General Clancy wasi
tertaining during the remainder
er, an express messenger. After a this week the annual convention of gone over to assist District Attorney
pistol fight with Fletcher, the bandit the Southern Illinois Teachers' asso- H. B. Hamilton in the prosecution of
of
jumped from the train and escaped.
ciation. The meeting has attracted a Ricardo Azcarate for ' the murder
his
bride.
The bandit boarded the express car
young
and representative attendance.
as the train was leaving a water sta- large
The proceedings were opened this afMUST'iREMOVE POLES
tion. Covering Fletcher with a revolternoon with aconference of the counn
Denver, Cola, April 2. Judge
ver, he ordered; the messenger to open
to
be
Speakers
ty superintendents.
court today Is
district
in
the
the safe. Fletcher drew a pistol and tjeard
at the general sessions include
sued an order for the removal of all
opened fire. After several shots were President
Bryan of Indiana State Unithe
bandit, handicapped by versity. President Armstrong of West poles, wires and other equipment of
exchanged,
the Mountain State Telephone and
a bullet wound in the arm, dropped Virginia
unverslty, State Superin
liis weapon and leaped from the train.
Telegraph company from the streets
tendent Francis G. Blair, and President of
i
Denver. The order follows a re
Fletcher was not injured.
NorSliryock of the Southern Illinois
cent decision that the company was
mal Bchool.
a trespasser, because it is operating
1 Just Right for Backache and-irJ
without a franchise. Counsel for the
'!
Rheumatism
telephone company announced that an
MACDONALD SUGGESTED
Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughappeal would be taken, ito the state
ly effective for backache rheumatism,
Washington, April 2. The Tennesswollen and aching joints, kidney and
rec supreme court..
bladder allmenti that they are recom- see delegation in congress today
Hunter
mended everywhere.. A. A.. Jeffords, ommended to President Wilson
A SPECIAL MESSAGE
McGrew, Nebr.saya:
'My druggist MacDonald of Nashville, president of
Washington, April 2. A special
recommended Foley Kidney pills for the, American Society of Civil Engi
pains in my back, and before I finish- neers, for chief engineer of the new message from' President Wilson, urg
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
ing appropriation of $500,000 for gov
Alaskan railroad.
disappeared."
ernment buildings at the - San Fran
cisco exposition, was read today In
the house.

Just
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CAPITAL

25c STORE

16c Mixing Bowls
15c Dinner plates
Border
15c. Gold

"

pain in the side or back that
catches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbing application of BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permits
motion without suffering or Inconvenience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.

&

MACHINE

WARM, BRIGHT

15c Plain Cups and Saucers. 10c
15c FancyCups and Saucers. 10c
15c Decorated Cups and Sau--

;:'.
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SALE

TILL APRIL 4

'

FIVE

HAS A A HUMAN ADDING

SANTA FE

THE MONEY SAVING

PERSONALS

APRIL 2, 1914,
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HIGHEST SCORE SINCE
RIES BEGAN

TREES

SE-

'

That balsaui fir, a tree which a
To the ladies go the honors In the-few 'years ago was considered of lit
telegraph boxball match between St
tle value, ia now in demand for pulp George, Kan., and Las
Vegas last night
wood, is the statement made by the
They rolled the highest score yet
department of agriculture In a bulletin made by the ladles', teams, 2,051. They
juet issued on the subject This de- beat their fair competltpra In Kansas
mand has been brought about says by the score of 5a
pins. On the other
the department, by the enormous ex- hand Las
Vegas men fell down and
pansion of the pulp Industry during then some. St George didn't a
thing
the past two decades, with, its present but beat them 326
pins. This makes
consumption of three and a, quarter the series stand three to one In favor
million cords of coniferous wood and of Las
Vegas. On account of the San
the consequent rise in the price of ta Fe concert
Saturday night the next
spruce, the wood most in demand for game will be played
Friday night
'
paper making. In addition, the deThe scores:
on
to
balsam
has
partment goes
Bay,
Las Vegas Ladles 2051 '
begun to take the place of spruce for Parkin
; . . 99
115 . 105
rough lumber, laths and the like, as Hays
171
128
.....153
the price of the latter wood has risen. LeNoir
136
148 '
177
The chief objection to the use of Mann
113
...'.,.'. .104 122
large amounts of balsam fir in the M. Hays
.158
147
174
ground pulp process ot paper making
?
is said to be due to the
'
650
703
pitch
OS
in the wood, which Injures the felts
Las Vegas Gentlemen 3019.
and cylinder faces upon which the Hanson
238
216
200
pulp Is rolled out. Balsam fir does LeNoir
182
202
199
not have a resinous wood, and the ma- Ungaro
268
225
166
terial which gums up; the cylinder DeMaraiB.
211
168
'....174
probably comes from grinding balsam Kite
216
.183
171
under conditions adapted to; spruce
wood. Yet from lv to 2a per cent and '.7 V..;:X..'.
1037
1078
904
possibly more of balsam can be Sised
Las Vegas total, ladies and gentlein ground plup without lowering the men, 5,070.
.....
grade of the paper produced. It is
St. George,. ladies, 1,996; Gentlemen,
known that with balsam logs left ly- 3,445; total 3,445.
ing' in water over a season this draw
back practically disappears.'
In chemical pulp, produced through BOXING CONTEST WILL
the action of acids, these acids are
known to dissolve the pitch, ' and aiiy
amount of- - balsam can be used, though v BE FAST
some claim that too much balsam in
the pulp gives a paper that lacks YOUNG ;
wOLGAST AND YOUNG
strength, snap and character.
DURAN ARE BELIEVED TO EE
At the present time balsam fir fur
EVENLY MATCHED
nishes about 6 or 7 per cent of the
domieti;'coniferou8 wood used by the
Everything points favorably toward
country's pulp industry. The tree it the big boxing, contest that is to take
self constitutes, numerically, about 20 place tomorrow
night at the Duncan
per cent of the coniferous forest In opera house, when Young Duran, of
northern New York and Maine, and Is this
city will meet Young Ad Wolgast
abundant In parts of New Hampshire, of Los Angeles In a
bout. The
Vermont and in the swamps of north advance ticket sale has been
good and
ern Michigan, northern, Wisconsin and the assurance of a large crowd Is ap
Minnesota, It readily reforests
parent
areas, and attains a size suitable
Both fighters are in the best of confor wood pulp in a short time.
dition for this bout and when they
Under present methods pf cutting meet the fans are sure to edge about
balsam fir is said to be liopreasing ih'their seats with Interest Duran Is
in our second growth forests at. the confident of victory, and says' that
expense of red spruce, and with the following this bout he will prepare to
gradual decline in the supply, of the meet the best In bla class.
latter wood the fir will become more Wolgast Is workrtig for a match
with Benny Chaveis and hopes after
and more important commercially;'
this bout to receive an acceptance to
Forest Notes
a challenge frbm: the' 'Fighting MexA Pennsylvania gun company Is us ican. Wolgast is confident of victory,
ing the waste pieces of black and Cir- but he may suffer a surprise when ho
cassian walnut left after veneer cut- meets the clever Duran.
The preliminaries will be exciting '
ting, for gun stocks. '
and
interesting, according to Promoter
Ghent, Belgium,- punishes practic
and the fans can be assurect
O'Malley,
of
of
all
the
potted specimens
ally
that
these
will not be farces but real
Northe symmetrical Araucarta, or
'.
folk island pine: used aa an orna-- 1 Contests.
mental foliage house plant, in Europe
MURRAY AND CLABBY READY
and America. The TJited States inv
Ban Francisco, April 2. Jimmy
ports at least 250,000 of these plants
Clabbjr' and Billy Murray, who are" to
in five or six inch pots, each year.
settle
the tjuestita of relative supremade
have
been
Arrangements
just
for the sale of 40 million feet of tim macy In Coffroth's arena at Daly City
ber on the' Tongass national forest in tomorrow night, have ceased training;
and are ready for the timekeeper's bIs-nAlaska.
This forest is cut up-b- y
to start them on their
some
which
ot
and
inlets,
give
bays
an opportunity for taking the timber contest. Each fighter expressed himfrom the mill to the decks of ocean self today as continent of victory.
going steamers. The Tougasg forest Murray will be at a disadvantage In
is now self supporting, its lumber pro- the matter of weight as well as ring
duct being used largely in local indus experience but his friends are confitries, much going into boxes for dent of his ability to make a good
showing. The bout will be the last ia
, '
canned salmon,
California ctate Inspectors .at San which Clabby will engage before ha
Francisco have found a new canker departs for Australia.
disease n chestnut trees recently im
Young Skugrue declares lis will itfrt
ported from Japan. According to Dr.
"
,
Haven Metcalf, the government's ex make the journey to Ai'.
J
rounJ-trIt
t
he
to
three
gets
pert on such diseases, this appears
be of the same type as the chestnut $1,000 advance morsfy.
blight which is ravaging the forests
( 'L
Eay C
(ire of fi ri
of the easters United States, and it
is possible that the new disease would of C.i'ir
be equally as destructive if it became In
established in this country.
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T5he

BENEDICT'S THOUGHT

T5he

OPTIC

tHB

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFt

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTA1NABLH ALWAYS HAND LID

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

mm

COLUM
fOR

RATES

CLASSIFIED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
HV
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnigat S)
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenat aj
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Waiting members are
each month, visiting dia'.ly welcome
J. C. Werts, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O, X
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
ADVEP- -

Petten, Secretary,

TISEMENT8

Wifey There's a fool born every
minute.
Hubby Yes, and they get together
Jn June and one of them pays the
minister five dollars.

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Taee
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to atfend. C. N. Douglai
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Flv cents per line 'each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
& Tuesilar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
in each month at Ma
day
lines All advertisements charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

EXPLAINED

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

NO. 8, ROY
Regular con
East Bound
vocation firat Monday in
Arrive
each month at Masonic
Depart
femple at 7:80 p. m. " p. No, Z..,. 7:20 p. m,... . 7:45 p.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; T. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m ... .11:59 p. &
. 2:30 a. la
SSO.
Blood, Secretary.
6.. 2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m.... 2:00 p. m
No. 10.
I. O. O. F. LAS UFKia I nnrr- West Bound

a

4. Meets every
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
brethren cordially invited tn Hn
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers!
v. u.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED TO rent typewriter.Give
uemetery Trustee.
name of machine and price. "T,"
Optic,
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
fourth Tuesday evenine; of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting; brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
"He has many warm friends."
"Yes, married men, whose wives FOR SALT OR RENT Fine alfaiia Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
make it hot for them."
farm in the Mora valley. For parti Secretary,
culars address the Investment and
PERFECTLY PROPER
sency corporation. Phone lain 40. KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.

Wanted

Arrive

I...

Depart

a.

m.... 1:35
m.... 6:40

p.

m,...

6:35 p.

m....

1... 1:10
S... 6:35
7... 4:20

No.
No.
No.
No.

p.

p. Bk
a.
4:30 p. K
7:00 p.

a

-

o

Work

3

'O

fectly sound and true; works any
where. George A, Fleming, Main 40.

n
O
o
o
o

Office

9
6m

t

o
o
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Will Be

Done Quickly and

o
oo
o
o
O'
o
oo
o
oo

For Rstit
FOR RENT

Rooms and houses, fine
scenery, sparkling water, good fish

Mrs. Cross It costs more to get di
vorced than to get married.
Cross It's worth more.

NATURALLY

o
o
o
o
o

ightly

sVa

T5he

LOST On Plaza, automobile jack.
Return to Red Cross Drug Store
and receive reward.

Dick

o
o
o
8
o
o

PHONE MAIN 2

Ninth

Lost

pretty?

ATTOKNEVS

Would you call Miss Mllyuns
To her face, yes.
ALL BY

ITSELF

HUNKER A HUNKER
George A. Hunner. Chester A Hanks
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DR. F. 8. HUXMANN

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

It

FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S

eCNUINEWM.

R

23
A. JONEfT

W

J,.,.,,...--

notllt

rlLLS
A,

111

I

a l..r V,t

vears known as Best, Safest, Always RehaWe
GLD CY DSUQGiSIS EVERYWHERE

FRENCH.
REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in thii city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

or Mora, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lb., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

-t- ee
...25o

per
per
per
per
o per

......

.....S0o

.....,..4Ca

1N iba

IN

Ika.

1M Ika
1M Ike.
1H lb

AGUA PDRA COMPANY
Harvesters, Atorora, and Distributors of Matiral Kce, tie Parity vm
Lasting Qualltlea t Which Have Made Las Vega rsmosa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANTAds
Are Best
Market Finders

W. BOWERS

Its tlfD

SILVER

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibe.,
60 lbs,

CO

Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
'
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Gerald I took a drink last night
.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-that went to my head.
cure. Chiropody.
Geraldine Rather a lonesome trip-Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Good Looks.
"Yea," said the retired Insurance Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
agent, "I once got a man to take out
irm vt
$50,000 life policy only the day beasaiawnsiPiv-- n
CI
fore he was killed, and It took a lot O
t
III UlkNII IClfAnill.
I coaxing to do It."
i
"I expect you wished your persuametallkVV.
IMHs in tit d and
WW.
h'Wes, sealed with Itiue Ribbon.
sive powers had not been bo success-

ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
urth Thursday In O. R, C. Ball
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Prank Angel, F. 8.
--

giving you

?

a present foi do
ing something

you "d do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Yaars Practical Experience.

You see, I married

iv'l

Meets second an.
fourth Thursday evening eaci
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary

New Men

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413.
bast Las Vegas. New Mexico

ful!"
"Well,, hardly.
the widow."

FLOUR

L. O. O. MOOSE

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

.

n

EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl
FOR RENT Two nice rooms for light
Love at Woodmen o the World hali
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nation on the second
and fourth Mondays o
al, Phone Olive 5501.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Vieitini
Main 230.
members are especially welcone am
Invited.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for cordially
210

use

ou
r-ify-

ing and hunting; ideal for health day of the month in the
vestry roomi
and pleasure seekers. S. L. Barker, of
Temple Montefiore at g o'clock t
New
Mexico.
Beulah,
ra. Visiting brothers are cordially Is
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chart
FOR RENT Comfortable furnished
Mrs Greenclay, Secretary.
rooms, reasonable terms.
Noyes, 711 Sixth street.

light
housekeeping.
street.

Tom

otic

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR SALE Cheap. Four room house W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
and furniture. P. O. Box 548.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights aad
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
home kind. Phone Purple 5623 cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy,
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, per East Las Vegas, N. M.
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For YOU!

For Sale
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APRIL 2, 1914.
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HEAVILY

IN

BATTLE

(British Camel Corps Has Many Killed
and Wounded righting Savage
Dervishes.
London. Mr. Richard Conynghani
(Corfield recently fell a victim of an attack of the Dervishes in Somallland.
lit was against these barbarous men
that ho had organized the Camel
Although only about thirty
(corps.
valufyears old he had performed
able service for his country in some
of its most ' dangerous outposts, not
the least being that of the formation
of the Camel Constabulary corps of
ISO men under three British officers.
From 1901 to 1909 he served in South
Africa and In Somallland until 1910,

TO

PRESERVING

SAVOR OF

LIFE

Undue Curiosity, if Gratified, Would
Inevitably Develop a Race
of Fatalists.

(

when he went to Northern Nigeria,
from whlr.h he returned to Somallland
last year to organize the Camel corps.
The Dervishes feared it mightily and
made t'teir fierce attack with the idea

Richard Conylngham Corfield.
f utterly destroying it The engagement was so sudden and the fighting
mo savage that fifty members of the
corps, Including Mr. Corfield, were
tilled or wounded. The Camel corps
Its one of the
most picturesque
ibranches of the British Bervice.

that the earth itself

To find

is but

a

queer little appanage of a rather seconstar; to.know by actual vision
that we are all plunging through
space, perchance, during the period of
known history, having accomplished a
small arc of some immense orbit
whose magnificent center burns beyond the farthest nebulae; to feel that
stars have flamed and died whose light
has never reached us is not all this
knowledge a fierce incitement to our
desire? Whither. are we bound, and
why? What fate awaits us at the end of
Are we placed
the awful Journey?
amidst tills mighty universe for a purpose, to watch, to wonder, to worship?
Is the whole scheme built round us, eo
that, though we are not Us physical
center, we may be its spiritual center,
and for us all its tremendous operations are carried on, for us its
mysteries shall eome day be
disclosed ? Or are we the subject of a
trifling experiment by great unknown
gods, who, curious in their turn, spy
at us for their diversion, and will In
a moment destroy it all, as a child
wipes out a drawing on his slate?
..We eay unthinkingly that we wish
we knew the answers to these questions. But, If we did, the keen savor
of life would vanish; curiosity killed,
we should become utter fatalists, and
that would be the end of usk For the
thought that by increased knowledge
comes access of power, and that we
can, even to ever so alight an extent,
shape the future to our will and thus
bear our part In the destiny of humanity, is the inspiration of all thinkers,
the burden of all philosophers, and the
belief of all the great dreamers who
have moved the world.
d-rate

RECLAIM

SAHARA DESERT

Modern Methods and' Machinery Fol
low Advent of Italian. CJviliza--.

tion

In

Tripoli.

-

"'

air-mot-

New Windmill for Sahara.

A

LEAP

five-fluke- d

AN

,

-.

TAKEN

--

fLlS

150,000.6

w

....

Y

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

Vice-Preside-

Houston, Tex., April 2. As a grand
finale to the 1914 annual national con
vention of the Travelers' Protective
Association of America,, to be held in
a
Houston June
cruise has been planned. The cruise
will be 16 days In duration and will
be made in the "Abangarez" of the
Great White Fleet of the United Fruit
company.
The start will bo made from Houston June 13 at 1 p. m. The first stop
will be at Havana, an extra port of
call. The boat will remain at Havana
37 hours. Leaving Hanava the boat
will ctobs to Panama, this leg of the
journey consuming 60 hours. Arriving
at Colon the boat will remain In port
37 hours. From Colon the boat will go
to Port Llmon, Republic of Costa Rica
for a stop of 36 hours. Letaving Llmon the boat will return to Panama
In a 24 hour run and stop at Bocas
el Toro for 30 hours, where a cargo
of bananas will be taken aboard. Leaving Bocas at 7 p. m. Wednesday the
boat will go through to New Orleans,
arriving there Tuesday morning.
At all stops side trips have been arranged which may be made at the option of the touirts. The cost of these
trips range from $1 and up. At Colon
an Inspection of the Panama canal will
be made. At all tps trips to the in
terior have been arranged for with a
view to giving the tourist a thorough
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J M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

PROTECTIVE
ASSO
CIATION TO TAKE AN INTER
ESTINGj TRIP

TRAVELERS

INTEREST PAID ON

TIMED

DEPOSITS

hAS VEGAS SAVINGS BMM
-

-

CAPITAL STOCK

C3Q,C30.C0

Office with the San Miguel NationafBank
WE

Q.

H. W.

HAYDON..

KELLY..-----

President

.

D.

Tie

V. HOSKINS

SYeaenrer

in the time
insight into
allowed.
Only 100 delegates can be taken on
the cruise, that being the capacity of
the steamer. The boat has been chartered by the executive committee of
the Houston convention and the regular fare cut in twain. Post C of
Houston has arrangements in charge
and reservations for berths must be
in by May 15, accompanied by a deposit of $25 per passenger, the balance
beii.g paid by June 1. The fare will
Pan-Ameri-

be $85 per passenger in staterooms.
Suites $250 for two persons. -

Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured

There Is nothing more discouragi&fE
than a chronlo disorder of the stou-acIs it not surprising that many
Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the suffer for years with such 8n ailment
very young and for elderly people. when a permanent cure ia within their
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and reach and may be had for a trlflef
pneumonia are to be feared and avoid- About one year ago,' says P; ...
ed. Foley's Honey and T; r Is a great Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought
of Chamberlain's Tablets, aaci
family medicine that will quickly stop
.
a cough, check the progress of a coid since using them I have felt perfectly-wellnumI
had
used
any
previously
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It Is safe, pure ana al- ber of different medicines, but none
or
were
of any lasting 'benefit'"'
them
ways reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
h.
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ATTRACTIVE
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GOOD DUALITY
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Commands Attention
First impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression with good envelop e sprinted at the
'
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES

d

NO. 6?i SIZE
$4.00 per 1000

NO. 10 SIZE

3x6& IN.
$2.50

for

IN.

$4.00 per 1000

$2.50

for 500

BOO

one-fourt- h

GOOD QUALITY. XXX RAY ENVE-

.,

LOPES, NO.

'

$3,50

per

6

1000

SIZE

3x6

NO. 12 SIZE

,

4

xll

IN.

IN.
$4.50

$2.50 for 500

per 1000

$2.75

for 500

D

Record-Breakin-

g

five-foo-

it
n

13
ONLY

L.

President

Interest Paid On Deposits

IftT

e

I t

'

r

Ritz-Carlto- n

west-boun-

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

CRUISE TO BE

TO AIR NEW WORD the United States and Europe could
not resist for an hour the tremendous
WAN MADE
Simoom
which
windstorms the
Norwegian Guide Seized Opportunity sweep in from tlft desert
to
Use
Make
of
He
Has
Close
a
Iron
Worker
Knowledge
Pittsburgh
Windmills
of every description
Had Recently Acquired.
Call From Death When He
have been tested In these northern
Jumps From Bridge.
on the Sahara without suc
"The guides who pilot visitors about outposts
cess until the pictured machine was
in
said
a
returned
Pa.
that
th
traveler,
Norway,"
Altoona,
Believing
introduced. In this mill the multiple- Twelfth street bridge crossing th "are a pleasant, intelligent set of men. blade principle has been discarded In
Pennsylvania tracks was on ,flre and They speak our language fairly well, favor of a
wheel, which af
that he was going to be burned uj. and are always anxious to pick up new fords ample passage for all Burplus
unless he escaped, W. J. iseaie, an words.
wind pressures, but which by reason
Iron worker of Pittsburgh, plungei
"Occasionally this desire leads to of the great spread of its blades will
some
from the bridge to the tracks below funny mistakes. While exploring
revolve in the lightest breeze.
and directly In front of an express of the wild and precipitous cliffs one
train that was pulling out of thePenn day with my guide, we came upon a
eylvania station. The man's escape spot which looked like an abandoned A LAKE UNDER PHILADELPHIA
from death was miraculous.
quarry.
" 'What Is this, Karl?' I asked. 'Have Engineers Say Quicksand May Ingulf
He sustained only a sprained ankle
as the engineer of the train shut o8 they been getting out stone here?'
Skyscrapers Any Time in
'' 'Yes, sir,' he answered; 'it is
the power as soon as he saw the mat
Quaker City.
leaping' through the air, and the en where some time ago they have been
Philadelphia. Engineers in charge
gine pushed the. man off the tracks shooting the rocks.'
on account of the slow speed ai .. "'Oh, yes; blasting,' I said, with a of the excavations for the foundations
which it was going. Beale was ar smile, and Karl's quick ears caught of the addition to the
the new word for 'shooting.' 1 heard hotel at Broad and Walnut streets as
rested for trespassing on the railroa.
property, but was later released am him murmuring to himself two or three serted that central Philadelphia with
its skyscrapers is resting on a floating
times afterwards.
sent home.
"The next day our journey brought island and may at any moment be inus into a large tract of magnificent gulfed in quicksand.
TURKEY TROT FOE TO BEAUT
Forty-fivforest. 'Karl,' said I, 'there ought to
feet below the street level
be fine hunting here in the season.'
workmen poked their picks through
Russian Princess Warns American
"'Yes, sir,' was the prompt reply, the shell-likcovering cf an underGirls Against the Wild. New
'very good hunting.' Then, with the ground lake, the waters of which rise
Dance.
air of a man who seizes an oppor and fall with the movements of the
tunity, he added, proudly, 'Indeed, it tide. The engineers asoert that far
New York. Princess Lowenstein, Is near here, sir, that we blast many
underground this "lost water" is
the wife of a Russian nobleman and bears.' "
ebbing and flowing just like at the
soldier who fell In the Philippines at
open seashore.
the time Aguinaldo was captured,
How high the water rises or how
Archbishop's Hospitality.
warns the American girls against turlow it falls is difficult to figure, they
in
the
century
London
eighteenth
key trotting as a foe to beauty.
so many free shows as say, for this subterranean flood which
"These wild new dances," th? did not afford
at present, but visitors who knew the is surging backward and forward beare
"which
your girls
prineeas said,
could then obtain at least one neath Philadelphia is not "free" wa
'
doing day In and day out are showing ropes
dinner for nothing. The ter.
sumptuous
their effects.
The dancers get to
Guide de Londres pour
"Le
author
of
look like old, haggard women. The
published MAN'S TROUSERS BLEW OUT
American girl is noted for her looks les Voyageurs Etrangers,"
feel disposed to
and justly, too; but she certainly will 1710, writes: "If you
lose all her freshness and sweetness dine well without unloosing your
Garment Contained $180 in 'Em, and
reIf she persists in keeping up this pursestrings, and at the same time
Whole Train Get Excited Over
see
and
ceive a hearty welcome, go
Accident.
everlasting bacchanalian dancing."
my lord the archbishop of Canterbury,
who keeps open house at Lambeth
Los Angeles. Without trousers and
ANNUAL COST OF ILLNESS every Saturday, and is most cordial
minus $180 contained therein, Smith
If
be
to foreigners, especially
they
Beavers, a traveling salesman, gave
meu of letters. It is advisable to arphysician Assert That la It $750
train a
passengers on a
000,000 a Year In the United
rive at my lord archbishop's palace scare. The train was
sixty
States.
not later than noon, so as to be pre- miles an hour betweenspeeding
Ontario and
sented without any difficulty. Send Los Angeles when Beavers' trousers
New York. Some surprising state- your name ia to one of the chaplains,
out of a Window in the Bleep
ments were made at the meeting of who will present you to my lord, anrl slipped
car. Beavers made known his
the American Public Health associa- after dinner will show you the trea? ) ing
predicament with shouts and wild
tion, held at Colorado Spring, by Dr. J. ures of the library."
gesticulations.
!b. Andrews, of this city. Doctor AnThe train was stopped and the condrews, who is secretary of the Ameriductor telephoned back to Ontario, reEarly Attracted by Books.
can Association for Labor Legislation,
Andrew Lang the, best prose writer questing the baggage agent to instiald that the annual loss In business
of
tht age, according to many critic tute a search for his passenger's gar,
through Illness amounted to $750,000,-O00to the printed page almost c ment The train then resumed its
took
of this
and that fully
lnstinctively as a duckling tr.kes ( Journey to Los Angeles with Beavers
loss could be prevented,
water.
"About the age of fcur,"
wrapped in a blanket
r
relates. "I learned to read by a simp"1
The trousers were found with the
STICKS HEAD IN FLY WHEEL process I had heard of tin elegy c. money in 'em.
Cock Ilobin until I knew it by rot'
and I picked out the letters and wore
Broken In Health, Hat Factory ;
LOBSTER
CATCHES
'
which compose that classic till I couU
ptoye Kills Himself in Most
A
'
nurs&r
read it for myself. . . .'
Peculiar Way.
Crustacean Found
1
legend tolls' that as a child I used to
Neyv York Fisherman Near
by
chair?-anon.
six
fiix
books
and
open
arrangeNew York. Broken in health
Scotland Lightship.
go from one to the otheC peru'iir
tired of life at the age of slxty-thfe- e
wr.
this
doubt
No
turns.
them
stock
by
D.
Richardson,
years, Wallace
New York. A Fulton Market fisherman In a Bleecker street bat factory, what, people call 'desultory rcjdhU
UI
man,
trawling near the Scotland lightI
criticism
the
not
hear
did
t
fly but
etuck his head Into a
pulled out of the water a lobster,
wheel making 200 revolutions a min- later, and then too often for my con) ship,
the largest ever caught in this
ute. His body, with the head badly fort."
say. It weighs 35
vicinity,
crushed, was found near the fly wheel
more than the
a
full
pound
pounds,
Just Suited Him.
shortly afterward. Letters on his performer record holder. It is 16 Inches
strictto seek
reared
been
son told that he Intended
has
James
Little
and its left claw la
when visit around the body,
'death to end" his troubles..
,-ly and oaly enjoys life
19 inches long. It is about fifty years
ini his indulgent auntie. The other old.
i
Savs Husband Was Cruel.
day this happened, and auntie, feelinc
aiPittsburgh, Pa. Mrs. Minnie Hap- that liberty really was aemauaea,
Will Help Former Slaves.
At
latitude.
last,
herabundant
Inwarl
him
Pa.,
declaring
of
py
Washington,
remon
to
felt
New
C.
compelled
she
Orleans. William Reilly, own
with
Happy,
however,
Efgar
self unhappy
divorce,
er of a large plantation at Mionroe,
Jhas started an action for
she said gently, "ii near here, notified' all the former
fclr. Happy charges that Happy "'Jamltti-dear,de
one on top of an slaves of his father and their
tossed
also
and
vou
things
at
her
balance,
knives
threw
will fail down scendants, that he is going to cut
thRt.
thev
like.
window.
,i,o,.
jher through a plate glass
a terri the plantation up into farms, build
presently, and we shall have
each of them a home, stock the fKTnis
Will Stop Flirtations.
ble time."
the
eyes
cried
and let them run them themselves
auntie"
hera
boy,
Y.
"nr,
Trustees
N.
Southnyack,
ask
Siave had the Village green brightly big and color rising, "do bo game am under consideration that they
illlimunated to prevent nocturnal let's try. sit!'. ' 'Let's "have a: tembl sredit of no one,
.'.
.'.,'".:
'flirtations.
timei
;' ;
DARING

PAN-AMERIC-

'

Paris. Following .. the advent of
Italian civilization in Tripoli formerly part of Turkey's North African
empire modern methods and machin
ery are rapidly being brought Into
play to reclaim its sandy wastes, as
the French have done in the neigh
boring states of Algeria and Tunisia,
and as ' the English have done In
Egypt.
Lack of water for Irrigation being
the chief handicap of Italy's new colonies of Tripolltania and Cyrenaica,
every effort Is being made by the
conquerors to develop the precious
fluid. In the picture is shown a wind-m- il
which, It is confidently predicted,
will solve the problem.
It is not an
ordinary windmill. The usual flimsy
manufactured In
type of
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LOCAL NEWS

Friday's and Saturday Market
LIVE CIHCKBNS
DRESSED CHICKENS

.
,

'

CUCUMBERS
ASPARAGUS

PREMIUM
PREMIUM

i

;

Your Easter suit

HAMS
BACON

STRAWBERRIES
SPITZENBERGER
WINE SAPS
COOKING APPLES

'

SPINACH

KALE
LEAP LETTUCE
HEAD LETTUCE
RADISHES

ORANGES
TANGERINES
GRAPE FRUIT
BANANAS
LEMONS
:;.
'
,'.

'

1

YOUNG ONIONS
'
.
PARSLEY
TOMATOES
FRESH
SOUP BUNCHES
NEW, BEETS
NEW TURNIPS
.
NEW CARROTS
CABBAGE
DRY ONIONS

..

.

SWISS CHEESE
ROQUEFORT CHEESE
LIMBERGER CHEESE
BRICK CHEESE

BLUHILL CHEESE
CAMEMBERT CHEESE
BRIE CHEESE
SIERRA CHEESE

DILL PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES

SWEET PI0KLE9

Stearns Store

QMTS

A1J0

.

k'f

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

prices,--

.

:i&S ktyM::

'

vl

.

-

The following civir service examinations will be held in this city on the
dates mentioned: April 27, electrical
machinist (male),' salary $1,000. Maty
6, electrician (male), salary $4 per
diem; junior civil engineer (male),
salary $1,200 to $1,500. For all other
information see E. S. Showalter at
the postoffice.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS

Al

?

Mrs. Vera Rathburn, formerly a resident of this city but for the past several years a resident of Santa Fe, has
left for Chicago to receive medical
treatment and to visit her ' brother.
Mrs. Rathburn has been employed' in
the offices of the New Mexico Museum
as a stenographer. She was Miss
Vera Chapman prior to her marriage.

are only possible when made
with such a flour as our
Pure Quill. None less good
will make such light, toothbis.
some,
cults. Order a sack and surprise your husband tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully Justified In doing so. .

Tomorrow evening Rov. Dr. Jacau
H. Landau will give the third and last
address of his series of lectures on
"Tolstoy." The subject of the address
will be "Tolstoy's Resurrection." The
public ie invited to attend the services and hear the lecture. Next week
the Jewish people will celebrate the
Pasover season- .- Details of the
will be announced later.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

13he

lie

Taichert's

Clothing Store, Correct Garments for
Men. Uncle Sam cut the price: Adv.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Br,--

'

It awaits your inspection.

mm

A

'

' We cannot emphasize too Btrongly
how much better and larger la our
stock of new spring models in men's
and young men's suits we can, show
you, in regular and English models.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

i

Taichert's.-Ad- v.

There will be a called meeting "of
BEULAH BUDGET
the board of directors of the CommerBeulah, N. M., April 2. The recent
cial club tomorrow night. All mem snows have
given a fairly good stor
bers are requested to be present
age in the higher mountains. There
were in the snowfall of two weeks
The Royal Neighbors of America ago from 12 to 14 Inches, and the
will hold their regular meeting tomor- drifts In the
gulches are several feet
row night in the W. O. W. hall. All deep. The ranchmen are
beginning
members are requested to be present to sow their wheat and break lands
for other crops. The Beulahltes are
.The reservation of tickets for rail planting garden with a view to ship
way folk who wish to attend the Santa ping to market by parcel post SevFe concert Saturday evening was be eral (hundred
pounds of stuff have
gun this morning at the Y. M. C. A been shipped of last year'si product
After tomorrow seats will be reserved and last week an OTder for 1,000
for the general public.
pounds was received by Mr. Barker,
to be sent the Tres Ptedras by parcel
.A. son was born tills morning to post.
District Attorney and Mrs. Charles
Rooms and' cottages are being fitted
O. Ward, at their home: on Eighth
up in this vicinity for prospective out
street It is understood the.ne ar ing parties and health seekers.
rival will be appointed an Tiaaistant
Fishing promises to bo good on the
Sapello this year and we axe eager
j
to eee thfeaSon open' I
The new street signs purchased by
It is rumored that, the, laarge adobe
the city some time ago are being in) on the Hainlin ranch is now opening
stalled oh-- various corners. These lte.,rooms to rent .:.
i
signs are of the improved kind ancj
The saw mills which, have been
correctly inform all who would know shut down for some time will be movconcerning the names of the city ing soon.
RUSTICUS.
'
l
i
streets.

J.;'

..,

"

at
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BOOST FOR SOUTHARD
at
An electrical paper published
Trinidad had the following to say in
reference to W. P. Southard, manager
(.1 the La3 Vegas Light and Power
company, in a recent issue:

1

"'Chief Booster' is the title that has
been applied to Mr. W. P. Southard,
Light automobile lamps at 6:51 manager of the Las Vegas Light and
o'clock this evening.
Power company. He is now president
of the commercial club of that enter
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
prising city. He's like a Big Ben clock
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
when he gets started talking about
Las Ve&as, he never knows when to
There will be a regular communi
quit talking about the virtues of that
cation of Chapman lodge tonight.
New Mexico city."

FANCY EATING APPLES

CALWLOWKR

1
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LIGHTS

INSTALLED

TOWN
COUNCIL
ENTERS
INTO CONTRACT WITH THE
POWER COMPANY

OLD

The town council of the West side,

at its regular business meeting last
night, signed a contract with the Las
Vegas Light and Power company for

additional street lamps, all to be of
candle power, or double that of
the lamps now in use. With the new
lamps the .West side will have 40
street lights, and it is the intention to
increase the number as rapidly as
the additional expense can be borne.
The council also authorized the
mayor to inaugurate a street and
town cleaning campaign, forcing prop
erty owners who are not public spirited to put their premises in cleanly
and sanitary condition. This work
will be done at once, that the new
administration may have a clean town
turned over to it when it takes office.
The present administration has work
ed wonders in Old Town in regard
to street improvements and cleanli
ness.
The fire limits were enlarged and
the following territory was included
within them: All that portion of the
town of Las Vegas 'bounded by New
Mexico avenue on the west, Gallinas
river on the east, Grant avenue on
the south and Santa Fe avenue on
the north. In this district all build
ings erected must be of brick, stone
or other material not easily attacked
by fire and must be roofed with metal.
The mayor and tow
marshal are
given power to order' torn, down all
buildings that constitute a fire men
60

'

Thelmproveinenis
In Our Store

Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

THE GHAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

LIVERY a,nd REPAIRING

re now completed
a.nd oir stock of
groceries and baker

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

ry goods also is complete.

ALL REPAIR WORK:
GUARANTEED

QUALITY IN EVERYTHING

IS

OUR

mono

GIVE US A TRIAL

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

JOHN H. YORK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

Grocer and Baker

LAS 'VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY

FORMERLY

ined by the war department, but, due
to the fact that the patrol on the
Mexico line consists of a large part
of the regulars, 1b It likely the New
Mexicb'troopa will be sent to Texas
op California.
According to Lieutenant Test, .this
year's encampment will be divided.
There will be one encampment in the
east and one in the west, while the
south will be scattered about and the
encampments held at different points.
New Mexico will come under that
part of the United States designated
as south. In accordance with Lieu
tenant Teal's Information the New
Mexico regiment probably will be stationed either in this state or am ad
jacent one for' its encampment with
the regular soldiers.
The trip will be interesting and
far more will be acconiplished at an
encampment of this SInd than at the
usual encampments. The members of
the local company are intensely interested in this year's encampment
and expect to make a showing.
Usually the government requires
that two officers and 38 men attend
these encampments, but many others
also may be taken and thus the new
members of the local company stand
a good show of being allowed to at
tend this year's maneuvers.
Lieutenant Test will leave this
evening for Silver City, where he will
conduct an inspection similar to the
one given last night at the armory.
He stated this morning that he was
pleased with the New Mexico militia
and that the local company was
among the best in the state.

SOCIAL

PENH OFFICIALS

LIKE

THE SANTA FELINES
THEY TRAVEL OVER THE
WESTERN SYSTEM TO GET
NEW

IDEAS

BIG

of the western lines of

the Santa Fe
and Superintendent F. L. Myers of
the New Mexico division, occupied
private business cars.
The Pennsylvania officials are examining the. Santa Fe lines on their
trip and. thus far are greatly pleased
with them. The eastern officials
are greatly interested in western railroading, and doubtless are surprised
at the extent 'and business of the
Santa Fe. ';
T. D. Culler of the Pennsylvania
Lines stated this morning that business conditions in the east remain
stationary as to general improvement.
"Business there is hampered by
politics," said Mr. Culler this morn-in"and I presume the same applies
to this country."
Mr. Fox will return to Galveston
from Albuquerque While Mr. Bristol
will remain in the southern part of
the state for a short time on business.
Superintendent Myers probably will
return to this city this week.

An Inspection, special composed of
the private cars of officials of the
Santa Fe Railway company and two
from the Pennsylvania lines arrived
Jn Las Vegaai af 11:50 o'clock today
and remained here ten minutes. The
Inspection trip will continue as far
es Albuquerque, where the foreign
line officials will continue their journey to California and the Santa Fe
officials will return to their headquarters.
The train consisted of five private
business cars and Pullmans. T. D.
Culler, a director of the Pennsylvania
Lines, and W. W. Atterbury, vice
president of those lines, occupied a
Finch's Golden WeddinJgr Rye, aged
private car and the private Pullman,
white General Manager F. C. B'ox and n wood. Direct from the distillery to
Superintendent C. II. Bristol you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

TRUSTEES

'

The inspection of Company H con
SECRETARY
ducted at the armory last night by ROBERTS
Lieutenant F. C. Test, United States
army, proved to be one of the most
TO GENERAL VILLA
successfud inspections here for several
years. The comnanv' paraded about
50 men last night' and Lieutenant YOUNG MAN WELL KNOWN HERE
SERIOUSLY ILL IN CHI-i- t
Test this morning expressed himself
"
e& pleased with the
HUAHUA HOSPITAL
showing.
The tompauy had in 'ine a number
of new" men last night ani consider v
Information was received in Las Vetion of this fact wa taken by Lieu gas today from Santa Fe to the effect
tenant Test, but even with this han that John W. Roberts, a young man
dicap the company showed up un- well known in this city and messenusually well and went through the ger to Governors Curry and Mills dursetactics of
in an excellent ing their administrations, i8 now
;

ilS

....

Look over onr stock of
Lodge
Pins and Emblems. You should

have one

inspection

manner.
riously ill at a constitutionalist hosThe total membership of Company pital at Chihuahua.
H is now about 71, considerably over
Mr. Roberts was secretary to Generthe number required by the govern al Villa before Torreon and was taken
that
ment. From now on until the middle ill while Villa, wasv' storming
or latter part of the summer the local place. The only Information received
company, a3 well as all the com ia ttat Mr. Roberts is critically ill and
known.
panies in the state, will work toward the nature of his Illness is not
this
in
visited
Roberts
city a
Mr
preparing themselves for the annual
number of times and also visited here
encampment.
,
s
several militia encampments,
The exact location of the encamp
of the New Mexico Na-member
ment this
as
a
determ-i
been
has not

......

aa.

i..',

year

ing Spring and. Summer and
then take a, stroll through
our salesrooms. You will'
something here to ctiiSit
off each piece or set and, be
happier in the end. Reason?
Best stock In town, prices
that can't be beat, and con- (5!orate, courteous treatment
o? all.

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain threacL Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

n

the auto.
ALL WORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

SHOWING

Which Lodge Do
You Belong to?

--

GOOD TIME IS FOLLOW-EBY THE ELECTION OF

-

.i

a list of whatWtlcles of fur- "3
niture you need.for the com- -

AN ANNUAL MEETING

The meeting held at the First Presbyterian church, last night for the
annual election of officers and a social good time was well attended and
heartily enjoyed by the members and
friends of the congregation.
The only elections were for trustees for the church. Jefferson Reynolds;" was selected to succeed himself as a trustee and R. F. Johnson
was selected to fill the vacancy caused by the remova1 from Las Vegas, of
IS PLEASED
C. D. Boucher.
The annual reports of the officers
WITH COMPANY II were read and the heads of the different departments of the church reported. Prior to- the business meeting
was served, which was
REGULAR ARMY OFFICER SAYS a big supper
The attendance
enjoyed.
thoroughly
MILITIAMEN MADE GOOD
'
numbered over 150.

Subscribe for The Optic

GET UP!

ed for

PRESBYTERIANS HOLD

Police Judge D. R. Murray has been
informed that children ere in the
habit of riding on the sidewalks in
the residence portions of the city.
He says this must stop, as it is a
dangerous practice and is against the
Property owners
city ordinances.
have been asked to report the names
ace.
of children or other persons seen ridthe
on
and
the
youngsters
walks,
ing
are warned that they' may get into
trouble if they continue to make race TEST
tracks of the cement pavement.

lie of tbe 'Best of Everytbing Eat

LP

lin-in-

1

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
tional Guard. He Is a young man of the week. p. p. ciaxton, Tjnited.
considerable ability and he has been States commissioner of education;
in Mexico with the constlfctrtiOnalists
Dewey of Columbia university.
for some time aa secretary to General Professor James R,
of the UniAngell
'
Villa.
v
versity of Chicago, President J. A.
Marquis of Coe 'college; Professor
George F. James of the University of
HIGHWAY REPAIRED Minnesota and Superintendent James-H- .
Harris of Dubuque are among the
noted educators on the program.
.

Dr-Jo-

FROli GLORIETA ON

MICHIGAN
STATE OFFICIALS ARE PREPARING
TO PUT THE TRAIL IN GOOD
CONDITION

Santa Fe, April 2. tSecretary
of
State Antonio Luceroy State Engineer
James T. French and Engineer I. B.
Johnson went this afternoon over the
Santa Fe trail to Glorieta and started
a gang of ten men to gravel the scenic
highway from Glorieta to Santa Fe.
A. Pino being foreman, of the, gang.
The portion of the road out pf Clo-riet-a
is In adobe and verv slippery in
rainy weather or after a thaw, but
graveling it will remedy tbia condition.
TEACHERS

IN CEDAR RAPIDS

Cedar Rapids, la., :April f
every direction and on every train and
interurban car throngs of teachers arrived here today for the annual meting of the Northeastern Iowa Teachers' association. Present indications
are that all previous attendance records will be broken, and that the con
vention will be the most successful
!ri the history of the association. The
sessions will continue until the end of

BULL

MOOSERS

Lansing, Mich., April
of
the progressive party in Michigan
rounded up here today for a state
conference, the principal purpose o
whlch is to discuss preliminary plans
for the state campaign and if possible select a candidate to oppose
Governor Ferris at the November election. The progressives expect to put
name 'candidates for all state and
county offices to be 'filled next fall.
They will also devote particular attention to the congressional situation.
The progressives already have two of
the 12 members of the Michigan delegation In the lower house of congress
and this number they hope to increase at the next election.
'

HERO IS REWARDED
Pueblo, Colo., April 2. When Fireman John A. fjewis of trucks No. 3
grasped Mrs. Emma Mills, a pretty
young widow as she stood on the window ledge three stories above the
ground and carried her down in safety, one year ago, he did not realize
he held In his arms his future wife.
Today, however, Lewis left for Salt
Lake City, where he will be wed to
Mrs. Mills as a reward for his heroism.

